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D!'I'RODtJO'J.llCJl: '~0 TFi} l'T:ODJ. .. ~~:: 
It is only within the past two decades tl1at soientifio measure-
ments have been applied to tJ1e evaluation of teaching suooesJ. El-
liott in 1910 composed a rather detailed ratin[:; scale of 100 points. 
This scale was the basis of much experiLnentation but was found to be 
too oompl5.oate!l f'or practical use. .--:>evez-al years later appeared Boy-
oe•s score card \Hth ratine:s on.45 points. This was more adapted to 
evaluating teaching success~ Another interesting.method of :rating 
personality was invented by '>h1.lter Dill ~Jcott. liis method employed 
comparisons of several indiv:i.duals on what was termed the man-to-man, 
five-point scale. This scale was u:3eC\. to rate officers in the ar1:r,y. 
During the past decade many other ra.t j.nc scales, the first imJ?Orttmt 
factor in the evaluation of tea.clJing success, l:.ave been dovised. The 
status o:t' .these scales in tl"le field of education will be discus.sed. 
in Chap tar Ill • 
A second important f<J.ctor in tl"e evaluation of teachinr>; success 
other than by the ratin,~, of IJel';;onality traits iS. t~ntal tostinr_~. In-
telligence testjnr.; i? the resultant of c.t leaat five converG:inc move-
roonts: ·nar:1ely, Blnet's exl13rimentation y:it11 tb.;,; i'eoblamincled, \"Iundt's 
and Bbb inghau.s' labot·ato:ry tests in exyer:imental rsychology, Cattel-
l's ·an(t ~~horndike' s study of lndividual U.ifferm<ces, the Gal ton-
Pearson o.(lVelLJ.tllent of sk ..tiatical procedure, rold the Ga.lton'a, 
\Vood's, Cattell'J studies in anthl'Opology.l However, tho use of 
lsee 1). 11. Jymoncls, J.1easuremont in :Jeoorii.r.:.pr Education, 53 - 55. 
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mental tests in the schoolroom have become prevalent owing to the 
successful experiments with such tests during the )/orld war. 
The third factor cammonly measured in either predicting or 
evaluating teaching success is scholarship. '2his faotor would 
probably prove more reliable. if it ware basad on 3tandardized tests 
such as those made by .Ruoh, Toops, Pressey, seashore, alld others. 
~he factors of intelligence tests and college grades are considered 
in Ohapter li • · 
PROBLEM 
The successful teacher possesses certain indispensable personal 
trait~ and professional attitudes. Are ~•ese traits and attitudes 
associated with high intelligence? .Are high intelligence test scores 
predictive of success in teaching? ~o successful teachers have a 
high degree of scholarship? \'/hat is the relation of a high college 
scholarship to success in teaching? Jax1 the major ;professors pradict 
success in teaching on the basis of auccess in co~lege? How aacurate 
is the critic teacher's report in pre~icting professional ability? 
.&'inally, what personal traits and professional attitudes are con-
sidered the most important Qy the principals and how are teachers 
rated on these? Oonaideration will be gi van to these questions 
to find. out what constitutes success in teaohil'lg as indicated in 
the principals' and superintendents' reports. 
LHUTA'.l!ION O.li' THE :PROBLEM 
The classes selected for this study are those for which complete 
measurements are available in the offices of the College of the Paaif'ic. 
~our specific factors are used in the investigation: namely, 
(l} 1ntellige~ca test scores, (2) college grade-point-averages, 
( 3) ratings predicting teaching success given by the major 
professors and the critic teachers, and (4} principals•. ratings 
on teaoh1:ng suooess. The students in the entering freshmen olasses 
of 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, and 1927 who upon graduati~n from the 
College of the Pacific entered the teaching profession are selected 
for particular consideration. Of the 867 freshmen of this five-
year period, about 175 have taught or are now teaohing. However, 
·3 
at t.he time of this study records are complete for only 122· teachers. 
· .r.E·J~H oD O.l!' s:mcnmnm DA~A 
The data used for this study are intelligenoe test soores, 
oollege grade-point-averages, major professors' ratings on person-
ality, oritio teachers' ratings on professional ability, and 
principals' composite ratings on both personality and professional 
traits. 
The test soores were secured from the Thorndike Examinations 
or the Thurstone Psychological Tests given to all entering freshmen 
of the College of the Paoifio in the classes from 1923 to 1927 
~nolusive. 
The grade-point-average for oollege scholarship represents 
the total number of honor points divided. by the total number ot 
units for which the student is registered. An A equals 3 honor 
4 
points, B 2 honor points, 0 l honor point, D none, and E -1 
honor point. 
Of the savEu·al teachers reoommending the student for a teach-
ing position, the major professor's rating is selected because he, 
presumably, has been in closer oontact with the student for several 
years and has had more time and opportunity to observe the student's 
particular ;personality traits. Although given the general heading 
of personality, this rating includes the follovli:ng items: personality, 
scholarship, judgment, h!3al th and vigor, veraonal appearance, power 
of oral expression, energy and persistence, culture and refinement, 
and oommu.ntty interest and stami:ng. (See appendix for form of the 
rating scale.) 
lnlllalzy· instances only one critic teacher reported on the work 
of the prospective teacher. Therefore, only one critic re!()rt is 
selected for this study., and the items are selected which rate 
professional ability: namely, skill as an instructor, ability in 
discipline, and influence on the students. Thia ~:rating is based 
on one aemester of the student teaoher•.tt work. 
Since the period of teaching expel'ience for this gr®p llla\V 
ra:nge from four and a half years to only one half year for the 
last graduating class. it was deaided to usa only one principal's 
ratillg r&'pOrt for each teacher. \iJhere more than one report is 
available the last one is used. A aompoaite rating is made f'rom 
each principal's report, \Vhiah includes all the previous mentioned 
items of' personality and items of professional ability. Then the 
specific items of skill and discipline are compared to the composite 
rating. 
·• 
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'Eo determine the value of intelligence teat scor.es, scholarship, 
and :predicted success with teaching success, the survey method is 
employed. 
All measurements and ratings of the 122 selected teachers are 
divided on a five-group basis. Only one intelligence test score is 
used; only one soholarshi:p record is used, tl1at which is based on the 
four-year college oourset and 3 separate ratings on teachers' traits 
are used. 
'The five groups for each measurement are not divided on an equal 
basis. The type of measurement and ·tl:e distribution of' numbers for that 
measurement suggest the basis for the five divisions of each. Group l 
in intelligenoe test score is can:pared with Group 1 in scholarship 
and both are compared with teaching success. ~~Y other similar oom-
parisons are made. 
Because one measurement is objective and anotber subjective, and 
because one measurement is on a true quintile basis whereas another is 
on an arbitrary basis, the findings of this study are not presented as 
showing exact comparisons between the various factors in a scientific 
relationship. The purpose of the study is to bring together those 
available measurements which ~esent-dB¥ research has found more or 
less reliable in determining success in teaching. Only in a general 
wey are the various groups rela.tei to one anothe1· and the degree of' 
~-
6 
teaching success is determined. 
This stud¥ of teachers trained at the College of the Paoif'ic in 
regard to mental ability, scholai·atip, and teaching success deals with 
the analysis of intelligence test scores, college grade-point~averages, 
major professors' and critic teachers' recommendations predicting 
success, and superintendents' anu principals' ratings on teaoh~ng 
suocess. Intelligence test so ores are an objeoti ve measurement of 
mental ability. Unless teachers' marks are given on the basis of 
stAndardized tests, grade-point-averages are subjective measurements 
based on personal opinion. The popular rating scales in ourren~ use 
are also subjective measures •. However, this present stud¥ is Justified 
because of' the fact that "research into teacher rating and personnel 
management indicates that the best criterion now in us~ for dete~in­
ing the relative effectiveness of teachers is personal opinion''•l 
lBvelyn Clement, ''An Evaluat 3.on of '.t:.c'aohor-12raining'', .Educational 
Administration w.d· duperviO:lion, i•'eb. 1932, p 91. 
CH.A.PT~H I 1 7 
SOl.Th: RECENT !NV'~3T WA'.C 10N~3 ON 'l'HE 
PREDICTION OF '.l.!EACE IN"G JUCCI~SJ 
As a background for this study of teachers trained at the College 
ot the Pao ific, several opinions will be gi van on the results of the 
prediction of teaching success. 
·'.eo enumerate even in brief form the many different factors which 
have been segregated in the past few years in an attempt to determine 
their relation to future success would be an impractical task. Lead-
ing educators have conducted researches with individuals and class-
room students, in many grades and classe3, and. evan with certain 
groups throughout the enti1·e educational system. Often records are 
available fo1· the student's complete school performance and for his 
post school performance. Graduate students as well as administrators 
everywhere seem interested in this problem of predictillg success, 'if 
one were to judge by its frequent mention in all types of educational 
literature. This study is concerned only with the prediction of 
~ccess on the college level particularly as it pertains to fUture 
teaching success. The methods used will be illustrated with citations. 
Among the several oriteria for predicting teaohing success in 
use at the present time, three seem to be most commonly employedt 
namely• intelligence test scores, -scholarship, and personality raUng 
scales. The data of this chapter deal with the prediction of success 
in relation to teaohing success as ::ilown by tests, grades, and reoom-
mendationa. One of these criteria rna¥ present more reliable 
B 
oonolusions than anot~er; yet no one measurement is as reliable as 
.. 
a combination o£ two or more. For the study of the'prediotion of 
teaching suocess,all known and available student information should 
be considered. 
U.'TELLIGENO.E TEST :JOORES 
Wood summarizes some important uses of intelligence test soores · 
as follows: 
The intelliganoe test is the .Peerless a.d.tnission ariteri.on when 
uaed in oonjunotion with other available criteria. In the matter of 
predio t:tng aoademio aohievement • the int.elligenoe test stands without 
a serious rival. ~ the use o£ the intelligence test many. oandidates 
who have made satisfa.otory or passing grades in high so.hool, 'bllt who 
have not the ~par1or intallaot requisite to sucoess in oollege, are 
saved from discouraging failure and waste of time and. money by being 
adVised to und.ertalte work more suited to their talents ••• The use o:f' 
the intelligence test makes it possible to select the very superior 
minds among entering stud.ents for early attention ••• One o:f' the 
greatest advantages of the intelligence test is that it enables the 
administration to adjust academia load to individual oapaoity ao 
muoh more precisely than heretofore that m~ mediocre students, who 
would. otherwise have dropped out of college • are saved from failure. 
during the first year, and thus are allowed to go on through oollege 
with as muoh speed and profit as their intelligence allows.l 
Intelligence tests do not pretend to measure an ind.i vidual's 
\'• 
particular talent but rather to measure ment.al capacity in a general 
way. BUrr in the following citation suggests the limitations of testa. 
·Experiment after experiment has Shown that the I. Q. correlates 
most olosely with aooomplishment in the following subjects: vooabulary, 
rbading' .. spelling, and. arithmetic in the elementary grades • a.nQ. ·Latin, 
Engllsh oom:posi tiqn, end higher .mathematics in the secondary schools. 
NJSllY tabulations have shown a noticeable lack of oorrelation between 
the I. Q. and aooomplishment in music, the fine arts, the industrial 
arts, and physical education.2 
lBen D. Wood, Measurements in Higher Education, 274. 
2s. E. Burr, "Why the 1. Q.. Needs a New and More Desori:ptive Name,•• 
Tht Nation's Sohools, Apr. 1321, p 52. 
------····-----~-~-......_...;_;._....._ _________ ........,;.,;...,;.~-
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Breckenridge reports a s tv.dy on the 11:red io ti ve value of hi3'h soh-
ool avel'EJ{~es and test scores for 1~0rJU8.1 school freshmen; 'fhe principal 
Of the Louisville Normal 3chool :m:--tde a stuJy of all its graduates from 
June, 1921,. to l~eb:t'Un.ry, 19;~7, inclusive. '2he results of the various 
lines of investigation lead to tl:e following conclusions: 
1. A student's record in high school is, to a significant degree, 
prormetio of her subsequent record j.11 the subject-matter studies in 
normal school. 
2. The hiGh school record is of considerably less value in predict-. 
illg suaaass in rJractioe teachi11g, rr.:Lx~ticularl~;r ,.,nere t:he practice teach-
ing is rated. by principals in a city system. 
3. lntelligence, a.s measured by the Army Alpha Test, is to a slight 
degl·ee pred ioti ve of achievement in normal school subjeot-ma.tter studies. 
4. Intelligence te3ts nre of little or no value in predicting suc-
cess in 1)ractioe teaobing. 
5. The combinEd action of hi@1. school marks and intelligence test 
scores has greater predictive value than either criterion taken separate ... 
ly. 
6. The closer relati.onship f'ound to exist between high school grades 
and normal school s'!A.bjeot-matter warks, student-teEJcbing grades and oad .. 
at teaahin:S grades sl10Ws that tho elenvnts of perseverance, initiative, 
interest, attitude, etc. included. in all t~rades.are more closely related 
to teaching than axe intelligen.ce scores.l · 
Another writer expresses more confidence in intelligence test scores 
in predicting the success of' the J:Jl'OS:tJective teacher:· Gist, of 3an l!'ran-
c isoo 3ta.te ':i!eaohers Oollege, su-;;c;ests thv.t no individual should elect 
teaching whose r.Q. is much below so. lie abo su&;ests that an individ-
ual with a very high I •Q• should be 11laced witll great care in a teaohing 
position, beoa:u3e ''the genius or tho near geniua m1J:;ht be so unsympath-
etic with the slowly developing mind as .to be entirely unsuocassful."2 
lElizabeth Breoldnridge, nA dtud.y of the nela tion of l'reparatory School 
Hecords and Intelligence Test 3cores to 'feaching Jucceas, "Eduoa. 
A~in. and Suverv., Dec. 1931, 641 - 648 
2.Arthur d. Gist, ''Important l'Oillts of View in 'reacher-Training", EdliDa. 
Admin. and Jupe rv., April 1931, 269. 
-
~ 
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Freeman does not ~lgree with Gist in Jetting an arbitrary standard 
'below Vvhich p1·oapeotive teaohe:ra 3houlcl not be uccepteq.. He believes 
that one or more of several different footors may influence the intel-
l;!.genoe test soo1·e. l!.e interviewed 68 aophomores in regard to intelli-
g!';)noe test scores and oollege grades. 'Fo1·ty-two stt1liants "W;ho ranked 1n 
the upper 30 per cent on trw intellig~nce .tests, D.veraged less than 75 
in their courses of the f:reslunall year. The reasons which they gave for 
failures in study were as follows: U:J.Ck of interest, poor habits of 
study, loafing, athletic competitions, ext:ra-currioular competitions, 
work for self-surJport, readi:ng and study outside of courses, social 
e,ativities, no apparent reason, rnd illnesa. :cwent;>r-six students who 
ranked in the lower llalf on the intellig~nce test 1:ncle £resl.unan schol ... 
a.atio a.vax·aces v.'hich placed them in the upper 30 pt:Jr ce11t of their 
class. The reasons whioh they Gave for their rJoorer :performance on the 
intelligence test were v.s fallows: newness of conlitions end nel·vous ... 
ness during f'11·st d.nys, attached no :lmportance to test, handicaJ?ped by 
time limit, illness, u.nd no apparent rea.aon. J?1·eomM1 renches thb con-
oiusion: 
The correlation technique ••• is of v.nquestiOlJ.able assistance in 
studying predictive values; but it should also be clear ttat there e.:re 
suffioiently freq_uent elu.siVB factors ;,vhicll make :l.t necessary, i'or a 
batter unierstand.ing of a tests' predictive val:ue, to sun1lement the 
objective data with sv.bjective reports in those instances ':.itere dis-
crepa:no ies exist be ~oen test nml:: and course gTades. 
A similar study was cond1J.cted. by Hughes for 57 students of the 
1923 graduating class of 1)asa<lena Hirh dcbools wl o entered three differ-
ent universities. Only one table ia reproduced bare to show the relation 
l:E'l't'I..'>'J.k s. :l!'reeman, 11Elusive .l!'actors 'i!endin£; to Hed.uce Correlations be ... 
tween Intelligence Test Tianlm m;.d Colle,s-e Grades 11 , 3ah. and Goo., 
. XXIX; 11o. 755, :Pl? 784 - 706. 
ll .· 
between the mental test end the :f'irst semester college marks. Stud-
. 
ant Number 1, highest in intelligence score was also considered b,y 
teachers and students to be strong in the versonality tra.i.ts that 
maka for suooess in study.· Student l~ber 9 also possessed those 
traits. 
THORNDIKE U.1TELLIGENCE SCORES m RELATION 
TO UNIVER311'Y ACHIEVEMillNT 
(9 Stanford .f!'reshrnen) 
Thorndike Students Students Aohievemen t 
So ores Correlation 0.24 Ratios 
93.2 l l 2.00 
91.8 3 1.65 
89.6 9 1.56 
83.4 2 1.18 
82.5 6 1.10 
68.1 7 1.06 
61.5 4 .97 
58.7 6 .96 
57.2 8 .75 
Hughes' oon:ments on the table are as follows: 
Naw, it would be surprising to find a alose agreement between 
intelligence scores and sahool success when some students of average· 
ability are using that ability.to the maximum degree while other 
students of extraordinary ability are loafing on the job and acquiring 
ha~its and attitudes inoompatable with suooess. Add to this fact that 
school marks are extremely deceptive, sometimes standing for actual 
academia aahievement but more frequently, perhaps, representing a aom-
bination of more or less desireable personal ohara.cteristios, and we 
have a suffiaiant explanation for suoh discrepancies as we have aharted 
above. .But even if instructors' marks were dependable measures of 
c::-
school achievement, a:nd. intel.lir;ence scores· were absolute; gauges. Of 
human ability, we shruld. still find, under present conditions of 
school, home, and. oomll7U21it~r, many reasons for laolt of a{,"l'eemant 
'between ability and academic suocesa.l 
12 
.Another spec ifio exa~le of the predictive value of intelligence 
quotients and their correlation with other factors is found in the 
· work of Gillis in her study of four recent graduating classes of 
Barnard College. Jhe found the following: 
( 6) No large di ffe1·enoes in median intelligence scores are 
.. found among the four groups of subjects in Which students lllS3 ma.jor.~­
hum.anities, social science, physical science, ani biolog-ical soiances .. 
(7) Certain subjects, as physics, anthropology, mathematics, 
zoology, psychology, and B:nglish seem to select students of superior 
ability. 
(8) Students majoring in aft, music, and the classics make 
median scores which are appreciably lower than the median for their 
group. This may be explainable by the fact that interest and excel-
lence in these subjects :mey depend more upon the emotional make-up 
than upon the intellectual qu:ality of the individual.2 
Teachers are prone either to r>r ide thems el vas on the popularity 
of their courses which attract ~ students or to pity themselves 
because o£ the difficulty of the subject matter in their rather 
obsolete courses~ It is recognized that certain: ma.j or courses 
require a high desree of intelligence, but that does not mean that 
an individual of lower intelligence has no chance to succeed in that 
subject. InvestiGations llave shown that each major subject generally 
includes inii viduals whose test scores range from the highest to the 
lowest score. 
lw. Hardin Hughes, uvrhs Intelligence Scores are not more Highly Pre-
dictive of School Success''• Educa. Admin. and Ju:pe!rv. V XII, 
No. 1, pp 44 - 48 • 
. 
2n•ra.noes M. Gillis, "Correlates of Intelligence in College Students", 
School and Societx, Aug. 22, 1931, r> 270. 
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:;)e::der of Agnes .:icott Jolle;_;e conducted. a :mrvey of 4 reyresent-
ative colleges on the sub,joct of in'telUc;ence test score and ma.,jor· 
sub,iect. 3he concludes: 
About the only fact st:..~.ndilll. out conspicuously from tt is table 
is tLat stud.ents selectin(: ~~n.;;'li311 n:mh: bi,;:hE~;Jt on the whole. 
lt is concluded that there is a consid.(~ra'ble degree of variation 
arnonc col1f3{;es [.c3 to subject::; attractin;; t!H; ·br:i.ghte:'.lt students, with 
no conspicuous advantage in fnvor of tH~l one subject. Each insti-
tution :::00:.·::.: tr.' of.ft.ll' e;reD.Id.x' 'tttractiona in some depaf'trnents than 
otLEn'J ~- l'erhaps o. matter of temr:ox·ax·y r)o:pulari ty. l''urtMrmore, 
given intellic;ence and trainin~ enow;h to ~.;at into colleset a stuO.ent 
can succeed aa well in one ilU·oject as B .nothex·, p1.·oviJ.ect. he cares to 
do ao.l 
As long as schools have existed there bas been a measurilJe device 
of one kind or ano~her ~"1'J:llied to tho ;;;tud.ents' wo:rK:. :W!a:rkJ oz· grades 
as commor.J.y used ;lhould moan onl,y one thin.:; am.:. tl:la.·t i3 achievement.· 
Other devices me:q be eml;loyec.. to cive recognition to natural ability, 
studiousness, speed, nea.tnes:>, accun~c;y, persouclity and the like. 
Most teachers are influenced by these otLOl:' t:r&i ts and £;ive grudea 
on the gen•3ral impresdion of tLe student ratJjel' tLan on his accorn:p-
lisbment, tlleroby r:;i vine a l.:Jchel' o:r· lower crade to tl ... a indi vid"l).al 
than he actually deservea. cne colle:~e d.ean fountl. t1;at over a :period 
of ll semesters 38 to tl:-9 p;1r cent of all the mfl.rks given by the 
faculty were A'S and B's. Ee concluded that either there \vere more 
students of ~enuine attainments tr~ they were willinG to recognize 
when they talked 3ho:p with each other, or they we.:r·e rewarding with 
soholar' s marks people who were in nowise scholarly. 2 
lJ!lmily 3. Dexter, ''Intelligence - 'test Jcore and :rt.s.jor SUbject", 
aohool and 3ooiety, V. :·c-·;:.x, No. ?80, yp 7'/9, 780. 
2A Collf;ge Doan, "Oonce:rniiJC .l!larks'', dchool:....Jl'!!-d Jociet~c, Oct.lO ,1931, 
r. ~or: 
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1:1ddlebrook reports a studs for about 2000 students whom she 
taught during a reriod of 7 years. Her records of grades represent 
the distribution of the normal probability otirve. However, from some 
follow-up oases she oonolud.0s the lXlrcent~Ji;e passed was too high. 
Jhe sugge;3ts that no students with gl':3.des below 70, or a "0'', be 
allowed to enter college where they will be influenced by professional 
. 
ideals and aspirationa wholly incompatible with their mental capacities. 
They thus create hOiles for themselves the fulfillment of vvt;ich it is 
as 1m:possible as it is undesirable.l 
Of late years, theae two factors, intelligence test scores and 
school marks, have had considerable influence in the selection end 
guidance of students. However, the rnany exrleriments with thousands 
of students have made apparent the need for t11e maasurerrent of a 
~1ird factor, personality. 
In a study of 357 selected students entering the 3tate Teachers 
Oollege, at 3t. Oloud, Hinnesota, in 1925, 1lcDrory made an attempt 
to determine v:hich students appl;>ring f'or admission to the college are 
likely to make an unsatisfactory academic record {less than a "0'' 
avarat:,">'O}. One conclusion is as follows: 
ior prediction of success in college no one criterion alone is 
reliable. Intellit;ence test scores and high school recorda offer at 
present the most derJendable data. 1 t is quite probable that we have 
gone as far as 've can go in psychology in predictine future success 
on the bas is of things intellectual. The next developnent in this 
11. Ruth Middlebrook. ''A Modest Proposal'', School ani Society, 
Oct. 10, 1931, p 507. 
Hi 
field must come through experimental 31..udy of character and person-
ality· traits. There is med for e.x,peritnental det~nmination of the 
exact relation to success of specific character traits suob as 
interest, initiative, application, ooopel·ation, sinoerety, etc.1 
Test scores, grades, and personality trei ts are c ompa.red in · 
different combinations in the following study of Neal and Mead. 
A select grour) of 64 college serd.ors of Ohio 'Nesleya.n University 
preparing to teach in high school furnish s ignifioant data for oorre l-
ations between certain group factors;. 'fhe correlations as found 
are as follows: · · 
1. General scholastic average with student-teaohir~B 
2. Percentile rank (mental ability) with student-teaching 
3. :Personality traits (Alnw-3orenson) with student-teaching 
4. Achievement in subject-matter with student-teaching 
5. General sor.olastic average with.subject-matter 
6. Personality traits with general scholarship 
7. Mental ability with general scholarship 
J 'Xl!O 
r.•vv;;t 
;;.,.141 
{-.689 
f..486 
f..753 
f..291 
:;..486 
• • .The study was undertaken to ascertain the simple correlation 
between achievement in supervised studen t..-teuching and the other group 
factors. In view of the fintii:ngs, the effective factors seem to be the 
following, in the order given: 
l. Rank in selected group of per sonali t;y traits; 
2. Rallk in subject-matter aclJievament; 
3. nank in general scholastic aoh ievement; 
4. Rank in general mental ability. 
lt is sit,"'llifioant that the highest correlation with status in 
stmant ... tea.ching is that of status in a seleoted group of personality 
traits, not complete personality .2 
Bowman of DePauw University has sua;ested three pr1ncir-al methods 
of estimating J?l'Obable teaching success other than those of intalliganoe 
test scores and college marks. .li'ollowing is the summary of his points. 
First there is the use of interviews, letters of recommendation, 
e.nd rating scales. The second is that of judging the teacher in the 
light of observed activities on the rart of his pupils. The third is 
lJohn R· McCrory, "A Study of the Relation between Ability &nd Achieve-
ment", Ed. Admin. and SUperv., V. XII, No. 7, pp 481, 490 ~ 
2Mary o.Neel and A· H. Mead, "Correlations between Certain Group Factors 
in Preparation of Secondary 3chool '.l!eaohers'' t Eduaa. Admin, and 
Su~rv., Dea. 1931, pp 675, 676. 
;..:_ 
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· the testing IOOthod. This na thod., if it can 'be made successful, 
would possess the O.ouble a.dvsntDge of being more objective Slid more 
eaail¥ a.dminiatered..than the other two. It i::l veey ciiffioult to 
secure eight indeparldent ratings on many r;eople and it is even more 
difficult to plaae the prospective teacher in an actual teaching 
situation early enough am for a long enough time~ to get an estima.te 
of probable success which would be of much help in solving the :prob-
lem oi' seleation of desirable aandidates for our teacher ... training 
aourses. 
• • .:Chax·e are six important ph$..aea of the testing ap:proaeh to 
this ;pr-oblem: name~i (l} knowledge .of tho child to be t8llght; 
( 2) knowledge of the society of '\W:.i. ioh the child ia a member; (3) spec-
ialized training in soma field of knowledge; (4) knowledge of the 
sahool system; (5j taaohill€;' technique; (6j personality. We have soil'.ta 
data with respect to the signif'iaance of e a.oh of these si.x general 
items in teaching success. ~he coefficients of aorrelation between 
teaching auoaess as estimated by superintendents' an4 principals' 
judgments and grades or scores made in aoademio subjects. in general 
courses in education, in student teaahing, and in intelligence testa 
have not been high. In t:aat, many of them have been quite low. 
Whitney found the multiple correlation of all these fe.otors plus 
physique, with teaching success to t.e but .2aa. In no case does 
Tiegs r~ort a coe:t'fioiant of aorrelation between the selective 
device and the criterion higher than .27. The low coefficients of 
correlation m~ be explained by the unreliability of the criteria 
(iubjecti va judgments o:f pr inci·pals ~ tests of scholarship and 1ntel .. 
l~e~eJ · 
He concludes that since we have neither a satisfactory neasu.re 
of predicting suoh suooess, even as we now define it• that fact 
• • .points to the conol usion that we must use $vecy scrap of avail· 
able evidence in making our selections for teacher-training courses, 
but it does not indicate that we should do nothing about the rratter. 
As little above chance as oux· means of predict ion are as applied 
to the early aeleation ot' teacher-training candidates, they are 
probably about as good. as aey that can be applied after the teaoher-
tra.ining is oval'! at least With the possible exception of student ... 
teaohi~ grades, 
Om further example of personal rating scales \\d1iah specifies 
their aontent anci the results of their use in :prediating teaching 
~arl c • .Bowman, "The Problem of' tho Earl;;l P.rognosb of Teaching 
Suaceas", Educa. Admin. and Superv., Feb. 1931, pp 95 - 102. 
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success will suffioe to summarize recent investigations and .studies 
cond.uoted on thia phase· of ed.ucat ional progress. .Armentrout presents 
the results of a. comparative stuU;y of the ratings of 200 teachers 
by training teachers and publi~ school superintendents. ~he training 
teachers rated their teachers during their I>eriod of student .. tea.Ohing 
at the Colorado State ~eaohers College,. ~d. the superi~tendent rated 
th~m during the year follmving their gr&duation from this institution. 
The sallli rating card of 16 characteristics to be checked on a five-
point soale was u::sed. '.fue results were as follows: 
The eleven traits rated hie;her by the training teachers are as 
follows: interest in life of the community, ability to awaken interest 
and effort, ability to get on with pupils, control, willingness to 
· OO•Operate, desire for professional growth, loyalty, leadership, 1niti-
atiite1 interest in life of school, am. psychological method. 
The training teaohe:t·s ratOO. scholarShip, cor1'ect use of English, 
instructional skill, voice, and originality lower than do the SUlJSr-
intendents. ~he training teachers come into mora intimate conta.o~ 
with these traits tltan do the superintendents and perhaps have a higher 
standard for JudgiDg all of them with the possible exception of voiae. 
The evidence is quite clear that both training teachers and super-
intendents rate too highi thare are too £aw 0 and :» ratings ani ·too 
many A atld AA ratings. 'ihare are more than twice as ms:ny A's alllODg 
the superintenients' ratings a~ in a nor~l distribution.l 
SUMNJ.ARY 
Recent investigations on the predictive value of intelligence 
tests have shown that tests predict academic achievemant but do not 
predict success in s tudent-teaohing. lTe i thar are grades predictive 
of success in student-teaching. Ratings on a selected group of 
lw. D • .Al'mentrout, rr~e lla.tiDg of Teachers by Training Teachers and 
superintendents"• The Elementary aohool Journal, v. XXVIII, No.7, 
5ll - 516. 
~---
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personality traits pradiet a closer relation with success in student-
teaohing than does any other single :factor. ·Intelligence test scores 
and. grades have predictive value when combined with personal! ty rat-
ings. · These ratings, hO\Vevar, are subjective and they show a. decided 
distrihltion toward the high ratings.-
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CHAl'TER I II 
SOME RECE1~ 11TVE3TlG~~ION8 ON T}ili RELIABILITY 
Ol!' TEAChiNG 3lJCCB3S 
The factors of intelligence test scores and college grades 
are not ::JU.fficiantly x·eliable to .vredict with 6.21Y degr&e of 
-a.ooura.cy teaching· suooei3ij as shown by recent investigations dis-
cusaed in Chapter u. Neither d.o the other factors of age, sex, 
nationality, soo ial level, etc. predict teaching success. How-
ever, there is one factor which educators have devoted mu.oh 
attention and research to p-articularly since the above mentio:ned 
factors have not contributed to the solution of the problem. 
That factor is ;personality • .Among the first ex~riments in this 
field. were those by Professor J.·une Downey .1 Other scales for the 
testing and rating of character traits have appeared for children 
as well as for adults and fox· indus.tria.l and business as well e.s 
for professional levels. At present these scales enJoy the most 
popularity and probably the most reliability in evaluating success. 
The data of this chapter deal with those certain personal 
traits that are recognized as being indispens~ble to successful 
teaching. In October, 1928, Peterson and Oook collected data 
from state teachers' colleges, state Normal schools, and oity 
lJune E. Donney, '.l!he Will Temmra.ment and. Its Testing• 
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Normal schools, representing 45 states, on score cards and rating 
' 
devioes for evaluating student-teaching. '.l!wenty tO'. 30 or more . 
. items were usually listed on these 3heets far the supervision 
and the final evaluation of student-teaching on a five-point 
scale of merit. The custom is about equally well established of 
plaDing full responsibility for rating on one individual, and of 
dividing it between two. The main items of the Oomposite Rating 
Scale for general efficiency are ~rsonality, general preparation, 
professional attitudes, teaching qualities, managemant, results 
of teaching, and ex.tra-olasgroom aotivities.l 
14uoh valuable infonuation has been obtainEJi by having students 
rate their teachers. In June, 1927, Nemnark had 223 students 
analyze their elementary or ·secondary teachers for the best teacher 
and the poorest teacher. He found. the characteristics frequently 
mentioned by these s tudenta in the Philadelphia Normal School were 
the same indisr~nsable traits of the teacher mentioned by Bagley, 
Knight, Jones, Withers, J;:Orrison, Ander3on, Bird, Palmer, Book, 
·Elliott, Burton, Ruediger, and hug~. Among these oharaateristics 
are the ability to dhoipline pupiis, pleasing personality, enthu-
siasm, scholarship, haaltl:1, sympathy, good oharaoter, personal 
neatness, good voice, conmand of English,and ainoerity.2 
··~. 
lgee Ode. K. Peterson alll Wm. A· Oook, "Score Cards and Rating Sheets 
in !laacher Training", Educational Method, v. IX, No. 6 322-330. 
2see David Newmark, "Studenta' Opinions of their Best and Poorest 
. Teaohera '1 , The :Elementary Soh • Jr • , V • XXIX, No • a·, pp 676-586 • 
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Rating scales, if they are to be effectively employed for 
comparative purposes, ll!U.st be used by trained and 'competent indi v-
iduals. Dr. Walter Dill Scott, an autho1·ity on this subject, sug-
gests that each qUB.lity on the scale be defined, am the definition 
alone be used as a means of identif,ying tba quality.l . 
THE RELIABILITY O.l!' 3llWLE VEH30J MA33 Ol?lNION 
Mass opinion, or the pooling of at least e independent judg• 
ments,2 is considered to be as I'eliable as it is poasible to obtain. 
However, Oonra.d in a recent review of a study states that only one 
rating by a single individual compares favorably with the several 
ratings by 3eve:ral other iruiivio.uala. l!e J~'s tlu:~.t the army psych .. 
ologists studied the ratings given cy at least 5 dii'fe:ren t rating 
officers on the men in 5 companies at Camp ISead.e. These ratings 
were adjusted on the basis of the normal curve, and we:re then thrtlvn 
into a single contingency (or correlation) table. This atta~pt to 
remove the p3raonal equation made ve1·y little .difference in the 
eorrelation between the ratinga and. test gcores, and 1 t leu.. to 
no appreciable improvement in the ratings .3 
There is gane:r~>.l agreement on the varyin,·; jud.:,"lllents of different 
individuals; but it is not usually umerstood that the individual 
laee w. H. Eughes, ''Refining the .i!:stimates of .Personal Qualities," 
The ll';ations' 3ohools, b'eb. lS31, p bti. 
2See .P. 111. dymonds, Measurement in Secondary Eduoa ti on, 354. 
3sea n. /3. conrad., ''The Effect of the l'erson&l Equation", Jr. of' Ed. 
Psychology, .d'eb. 1932, P :!,47. 
varies in his ratinga on t.be sw.;.ne scale fo1· the same person. This 
would appeal• ·to 'be a stron~; ar§."U..llent. in favor of many opinions, 
particularly when ratings are more or less indefinite. The folloW-
ing e:x.ptn·imant illustrates findings opposite to those reported by 
Conrad on the reliability of individual ratings. 
ln 1918 Eugg investigated in &. most thorough manner the reli-
abi l.i ty of tbe ArrJJY Hating ,)oale. 1;e had opportunity oo analyze the 
- expe:t"imental. situation made l)OJSible by the 'Oorld ·.;,·ar. l~:owhere 
else had such ca.refully controlled factors );lrasented themselves for 
such scientific dtud.y. lor instance, .there was ~ group of 461 very 
intel'ligent al'l1'\Y of :J:'icers •.vl~ose a.vex·age ltll)ha score was Bf who co-
operated in the construction sud the c:l:'iticism of rating soales. 
Those oi'ficers were in constWJ.t association with one a:nother :for 
about a yeux·. '.i!hey were therefore qualified to give accurate x·e:ports 
on obJorvations of one another. '1\vo or more official ratings which 
we:re made on each officer we1·e compa1·ed on an 00 point scale. for 
about 2,38J cases. J.'he followil1g table al:1ows th,ut one rater varies 
a.lmoat aa much in Lis two Jeparate ratin,_;s on a lieutenant. as dif-
fe1·ent raters v&:ry in theil· Jeparate jud.,:;·r:1ents on the same ina.iv-
idual rated by them. 
Same Rater ~ifferent Haters 
l!'or 30Cond. lieutenants 10.2 voints 12.0 :points 
.l!'or first lieutenants 10.2 voints 21.7 :points 
~'or captains 8.4 pointd 16.9 points 
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Rugg continues: 
.About hal£ of the riiff'erences were increases and. half decreases. 
The nedians were somev1hat diffex·ent • but the gene raJ. conclusion was 
inescapable: 1 t was ven·y improbable that an oi'f' icer was located 
within even his p1·oper "fifth" of the entire scale by an 11 of'£iof.al" 
rating. 12he ratings were perieotly useless. (And these rating 
conditions are quite comparable. if' not .:3UI.>erior. to those of educ-
ation--certainly as to education and experience of raters, admin-
istrative control over rating and tLe like.) l 
A similar experiment of 1·ating by .:lUJPl'iOr officers was con-
d.uotad. at Oam.vs Sheridan and. ·~f~lor uruier carefully controlled 
conditions. The results showeO. that when a per.:lon was rated. inde-
pendently by any numbe1· of 3 to l3 competent ratex·s, the l·ange in 
the rati1:~ga would. com:nonly be as lart,"El as 30 i>oint~ on a total scale 
of 80 points. '.i!he ohanoea wel·e not more than 4 to l that any rating 
would be within 14 points of the person's true l'Q.ting.2 
Rugg believes thb.t it is possible to find roters wt,ose J.igcrim-
ination ia accurate anr.i whose jucisment of' character will correlate 
vary closely with objective moa.aures of it. Ile quotes the findings 
of Dr. Oh&ssell ','lhO founci. raterJ whose jud.,;n:;ent correlated 0. 7 witt. 
objective rrea3ures. .aut .31ie found. :nore wLose jua.groents correlated. 
0.4 and 0. 3 and 0. 2 and 0 .1 and. 0 .o ''und the number of such is so 
large that we ci.are not use ~;)';is mat:hou. of measuring character. with 
the oom:petenoy of raters as it exists tcxic.cy."3 
lHarold o. Rugg, ''Is the Hating of Ev.man Character J:ractica.l ?'1, 
Jr. of' Ed. Psychology, v. XII, No. 8, 1) 43b. 
2saa op. cit. v. ;nr, uo. 9, .1? 487. 
3Ea.rold. :B:ugg, ''la the I;.ating of iitunan Ghara.cter Practical?", 
Jr. of m. }:a;y;chology, v ;an, l~o. 2, pp 82, 63. 
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He contilme<J: 
This is the first thing to do, by all rooans -- inarea.se the 
number of ra.t:i:ngs on a person. Obtain a mas3 judgment from good 
judges. • • Assuming qual ifie<i rf.tters, the z·el iabili ty of a ,judg.:.. 
ment increases directly with the square of the number of Judgments. 
To double the reliability, take four times the number o£ judgments. 
The :Probable Error of a single judGment is 0.67450; of two jud.g ... 
ments it is 0.470; of three judgments 0 9380; of four judgments o.34o.l 
THE RELIABILITY OF A SINGLE 
Jugt as mass Judgment of competent raters more nearly approaches 
the truth, so psychologists attempt to secure more accurate re~lts 
by the :rneasur ement of many separate tra1 ts. In accord With popular 
opinion, a teacher may be above average in intell~gence test score 
and in scholarship aild yet be a fa~ lure as a teacher· and vice versa • 
.f!'rom all ap:pea:r,anoes, the teaoher may have a good personality and 
yet be 'Unpopular with the princ i.pal and with the class. Ordinarily, 
1 t is agreed that a person who ia high in one trait is correspond-
ingly high in all other traits. Because this theory does not work 
out practically, personality is divided into its~ elements and 
these are compared. with one another and with different measurements 
' . ' 
to find the relation between them. Such findings ,are interesting 
if not always reliable as shown ~J the following investigation. 
ThB¥ar of Ohio State University in a study of the three types 
of teacher rating plans quotes Knight on the score card type. 
lna:rold Rugg, "ls the Rating of Human Character Practical?" 
Jr. of Ed. P§YC•t XIII, No. 2, pp 82, 83. 
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Y..night made a study of the correlation between a rater's general 
asti.IDate of a teacher and his scoring· of this same t~achar on a 
specific trait. He had the superintendents, principals, and super-
visors of 129 I~aw Y~rk teachers rate these teachers on Boyce's score 
oard. Eight of the correlations arrived at are as follows: 
l.General teaching ability with general intellectual ability 
2.Genaral teaching ability ability with skill in discipline 
3.General teaching abH ity with voice 
4.Generai intellectual ability with voice 
OeGenera.l intellectual aol~l~ Wl~ skill in discipline 
6.Voice with interest in community 
?.Voice with skill in discipline 
a.skill in discipline with morals 
.As .Knight states, "COillDOn sense would tell us that the correlation 
between voice, defined on the score card as •voice-pitch, quality, 
clearness of school·room voioe'-~and interest in community is probably 
~ero, but here it was found to be .f-.500, while voice and discipline 
was {-.438 and general intellectual capacity ani voice was .625. 1.l!he 
sizes of the correlations do not oorrespon<i to the importance of' the 
relationships. In other words, a judge has a certain opinion of e. 
teacher in toto, and hia opinion is Given according to hi$ general 
impression in answer to any sisnifioant question about that teacher. 
It seems fair to conclude, that in judging particular traits general 
est~te influences the particular estimate to suoh a de~ree that 
judgments of particular traits are in themselves of little practical 
use. nl,2 
After e. careful study of the practical applications of such scales 
as Elliott's, Beatty's, Boyce's, and Hill's, Itugg concludes that ordinary 
scales should be discarded. He states that "the unreliability of our-
rent typical ratings of teachers by principals is so great that it is 
almost valueless". For example, when the ratings of a large llUnlber 
lv. T. rrh~r, 11Teaoher Rating in the Secondary Sohoolstt, Educe.. Admin. 
and &~perv., v. XII, No. 6, pp 366, 368.· 
2see also :Knight, :ll' .n., "Qualities Related to Success in Teaching'', 
Teachers Oollege Contribution to Ed., No. 120, Ch V, N.Y. 
Teachers College, Columbia Uni v., 1922. 
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of tea.ohers are plot ted the curve· is badly skewed. In a study of 
the ratings given to 7131 teaohers he found that 1196 1)er cent had 
been rated either superior, excellent, or good.tt.l ,2 
THE LI11ITAT!ON'3 OF RAT llJG SCALES 
There are. various 1•easons for the use of teachers• rating scales. 
~erhaps the most important is for use in large school systems for 
promotion of teachers and t'or salo.ry increases. lJowever, s inoe this 
is such an important responsibilit~ it does seem that each individual 
case Should be considered separately so as to do justice to the teacher 
and not cause Hl feeling among other members of the staff. Another 
reason is for supervision and for conference. '2his may be practical 
for prospective teaclters but it is usue.lly discontinued dul'ing regular 
teaching when it really might accomplish results beneficial to the new 
teacher. Teacher training institutions and commercial teachers• agen-
cies depend almost wholly upon ratinG' scales for the recommendillg' of 
new teachers and tbe transfer of exlJe'J:'ienoed ones. .But if these 
scales make very little diffel·ant.ia.tiOn and rate IJl'aotica.lly all of 
the teachers above average a.nd superior, suoh measures have degeno:r .... 
ated to mere form and possibly have never px·og:ressed to\vard true 
scientific analysis. 
lv. T. '.l!ha.yer, "Teacher Rating in the secondary Soh.''• Ed.Ad. & Superv. 
V. XII, No. 6, p 366, 
2see also. Rugg, H. o., "Self-imr)rovement of ~eachers through Self-
rating", El, 3ch. Jr., xz, p 671. 
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That some sort of reo ord i3 convenient for all concerned, 
.Ruediger agrees, and subgests the personal file wLich. should con-
ta.in all good and bad records for the principal, the teacher, or the 
student. He believes that r)o:pular ratln;:; scales cause a. lot of annoy-
anoe, humiliation, self-consciouJness and apprehension and they give 
nothing commensurate in return. '1hey tend to j,njure rather than im-
prove instruction. He does not believe that rat:i.I".{:: scales can mea.: 
sure the real worth of teachers a.s evidenced in. the following quota-
tion. 
Anothel' point that ia not adequately brought out in rating sheets 
is that the supreme worth of a teacher is 0lite often. dependent on 
only one point Of real excellence, all the others being mediocre or 
even less. One of the :nost stinm.lating tea.chers that I had in the 
normal school was a chaotic instruct or, a poor cJ.isciplinaJ:•ian, and 
he took no interest in utljlatics, clebo.tirl{:;' or other student activities. 
Eis only merit was that he had his own idea:3 about everything that 
came up in class or that he could brinr; in b~l the heels. He ques-
tioned and clou bteo. everything ahea.dy establisheU. or about to be 
established, and he did.thia not to be s1ruu·t, but si'ncerely• •• 
;·?e begs.11 to think about thi:rr:;s and to exa..rd ne them on all sides be-
fore gi.vin; them our e..d.herence. On an:t rat in;:; Jcale that I have · 
e·ver seen this tec:cher vroulO. L.o:.ve made ~ sorry showinG, yet as I 
lool{ back, he stands for one of tJ·,e best in:t'luellces in. all nw school-
ing • 
.Anotl;e:r teacher that I :mew in a b ir;h school in which I was teacL-
ing also appeared to have ,ju.:;t one out~>tanclin.~; l'JOint of merit. Ee 
had the })O\yar to stimulate quiet :rofl(:eti ve thou ·ht ••• It made no 
difference '<vnether tl<L> : •:~j1 I:~1·T:'1~ :il9.'~1.eJ.u • .;tio->, 'is tory or I,atin, 
he go·t the same refloctive reJ}:'onse, ;:;.nc<. 1Je reaci1ocl freshmen a.s ee.sil;i 
as :3eniors. A[;'ain I know of no ratinc; scale th[;,\i would 11o.ve cLone ,jti.3-
tice to thi.3 mrul.l 
Rugg also disproves of subjective ratin~; scales on the basis of 
l .• v. c. Huediger; "Hating 'reachers''• Sc1~. and Jo9!t v. z:x:, 1ro.· b05, 
Fl? 263 - 268. 
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theiJ:· unreliability as stated 1.n tr\e following cp.c~tation. 
We would far better g•ive our ener:;ieJ to the a.ttompt to mea-
sure it (}iuman aharactei) objectively, than to :-oo.k:e sp.bjective 
jUd.gmenta of it on point scales. '2he point cannot be made too 
emphatically that we should dis card these loose methcds Of rating 
once and for all. ·:Je cannot justify wa.stinc the time of our 
school a.d.mini3tra.to:rs and deluclins o1u· teu.che:::·s with fictitious 
"ratings'' and "marks". i:iven on one of the so-called "standal'd-
ized" point rating 3ohmnes a 3incle rati:rlf:~ Las little or no 
scientific validity.l 
Hamrin made a. study of 11redioting teaoLinG 3U.ocess for the 
Sl)ring graduating class of 1S25 of the :':>tate Teachers College at 
1Ioorhea.d, Ii'iilmesota.. '~he clas3 co1Bi.3ted of 129 members, all of 
whom tauE;ht durin:::: the follov·ing school ,year. ~he rating sheet 
listed 54 chv.racteristlc3 on a f.lve-po:Lnt merit scale ••• Iu corn-
pa.rinu; the tv·:o mean sco l'GS fo1· e:.-J.Clt of the OG o;tudent teachers who 
' 
had been rated by two d.if:'feront flUpervisors, it we.s found tl,at the 
scores w0re id.t?:ntica.l in only two ca3es. Of t1:~) :r;·emaini:ng 86 stud-
elusion of tl! s: first term of tencMnr: . ·.ue tLe other 37 were rated 
11 igher l1y the supe rv is or s of ne s eo oncL term. · 'fhis differe nca 'tas 
gtu:lant teachers ot the end of thr.; fir.:>t tcr:.; "'ere .:lpeclali3ts in 
some one .field, such as J:Jusic, a!t, lll.t,>'sictJ. education, EJ.liU. itJ!iu.;;-
trial arts. It •::n.;, fot:;nd tl,<~t th8 r a tin::.; of indi vid.ual supervisors 
varied. a Gl'eat deal, somo j;>0rsi stentl;y· ratin;::; ldeher tLan otLers. 
lnarold Hu.gg, "ls the J\&,t iDt; of JTurnan !Jl1ur ac ter :Pr&.o t leal?'', Jr • 
of Ed. l'syc., V XII, l;o. 0, p 42G. 
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His ·findings were as follOW:.1: 
In comparine the :rutincs e;i ven h;J the superintendents with the 
ratings given by the supervisors, it 'Nas found that the differences 
ware greater than those between tl1e rat ilJ.c;s given by the two groupa 
of supervisors. 'J!he superintendents we1·e foun.O.. to rate higher than 
the su.pa rvi sors. 
'fhe correlations of various factors to tea.cldng success for this 
group of teachers were as follons: 
a. Arnry Alpha scores and superintendents· ratinc;s . .......... .04~.08 b. II 
" 
,, tl su:;;)ervisors1 ,, . 
.20 .07 ••••••••••• 
c. II fl II 
" 
total school marks • ••••••••••••••• ·~: ·?~. d. II 
" 
, 
" 
pro.fesslonal mark.s ......... ·• ...... .3:5'f;.07 
e. School mar:r::s ~Uld superinterdent s' ratinu:s . ............... .05t.06 
f. ,, , II supervisors' II •••••••••••••• It • • 45i.o5 
g. II ,, 
" 
professional marks • •••••••••••••••••••• .Blt.02 
(1) The ratlUJ: is hi~hl;>' 3ltbjeotive• (2) of the fifty-four 
characteristics only nine showed more acreement than on the entire 
list--a .shortel' scale will prove more accurate thM the longer soale; 
(3) the SUJX3l'visors rated tbe atud.ent. teachera lower than did the 
superintanlenta~ (t1,) neither scores on the Arnzy t.J.1)ha intelligenoa 
teat nor school marks were a. [>-uide to the snoces s of the teachers 
as measured by the su1;erintendents 'ratin,:;s. ~he relation ·was greater 
between the supervisors' rati~;s and both intelligence scores and 
school marks than between these measure.s and tLe superintendenta' . 
ratings t ( 5) there. was a marked tendency on the pa~t of the super-
intenients to rate teachers high Ol' low on the basis of '':personal 
equipment" whi.le the supe rvisora stressed "teolmique of teaching" 
more than did the superintendents; {6) there was evidence that 
none of the rv. ting s of the training school-supervisors' ra ti~s, 
school marks , am inte 11 igence scores - were indicative of suooess 
as a teacher as measured by the superintendents' ratings. Some 
tea.chers with all these ratings in their favor were marked low by 
their superintendents and vice~; (7) there is need of a better 
understanding between the :ru.perintandents in the fiel.d and. the 
supervisors in the training school as to what constitutes a good 
teacher. At the present ti~m the definition of a good teacher 
appears to be highly personal, subjective, and indefinite.l 
SUMMARY 
The majority of rating scales in general use evaluate person-
ality, general preparation, professional attitudes, teaohing 
ls. A· Hamrin, "A Comparative Study of Ratings of '.reachers-in-
Training an::l Teachers-in-Jervioe", The JSlementary School 
yournal, V. ~~\VIII, No. 1, pp 39 - 44. 
qualities, management, results of teaching, rmd extra-alassroom 
activities, all on a five-point merit scale. 'Nhen students rate 
their teaahers praotiaally these same qualities are mentioned 
in their ratings. 
There is more evidenae to prove the reliability or mass opinion 
than the :reliability or any sillGle rating of an lnii vidual. Even 
under carefully controlled scientific experin~ntation it is almo~t 
impossible to secure rati~~s of character and personality that are 
~ffioiently accurate to be or any value. 
Correlations between an objective measure an~ a subjective 
measure are not any more accurate than correlations between two 
subjective measures. In aey subjective measu1·e the "halo'' effect 
is present. Subjective ratings of character and personality tend 
toward high rat i!\':S'S• nat ing· scales do not do justice to teachers 
whose excellence is due to traits not mentioned on any rating 
scala. 
INTELLIG3NOE '~E3T JCORES .AS :PREDICTIVE 
01!' TEACH IUG SUCQt~SS 
Extravagant claims have been made for the use and the value 
of mental tests. Perhaps an explanation from an experienced educ-
ator will help to give us the ;proper :perspective toward them. 
Terman s~s' 
The purpose of intelligence tests is not to deprive anyone of 
any educational o;pportunity from which he is fitted by ability to 
derive normal profit, but rather to enable us to select the type 
of curriculum from Which a given individual can profit, whether he 
be br:ight or dull. • • The grea·t value of the intelligence test 
lies in the fact that it furnishes data not duplicated from any 
other source• It gives a new lille on the student. :More than a:qy 
other kind of information it tells us what grade of work we have a 
right to expect. lt gives a favorable starting point for investi-
gati~~ the causes of failure~ lt enables us to discriminate be~ 
tween the intelligent student whose failure is avoidable and the 
student whose inferior native ability rend.el'S him comparatively 
non-educable .1 
·Terman agrees with Wood that the greatest value of mental 
tests lies in their possibilities for guidanae purposes. Gist aug-
gests a minimum score for students electing teaching, bu~ in:this 
study no disoriminationwas made on the basis of test score for 
those students elaoting teaching. During the five-year period of 
1923 to l927,.inclus1ve, 867 entering freshmen.of the College of 
the Pacific took either the Thorndike Exa.mination or the Thurstone 
lL. M• Terman, from the Introduction in, l\<Ieasurements in Higher 
Education, by Wood, 5. 
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Psychological Test. 0£ this number it has been possible to secure 
complete l'ecords of 122 who upon graduation from this oollege enter-
ed the teaohing profession. The intelligence test scores for all 
freshmen are divided on the quintile basis. Table I shows the dis-
tri~tion of the 122 teachers in the quintiles. Chart I shows .the 
uneven distribution which is almost the reverse of a normal prob-
ability curve. 
Adjectives are us~d to interpret the numerical value o£ the 
quintiles: namely, l, superior; 2, very good; ~good; 4, fair; and 
5, weak. On other scales these same values are often stated as 
follows: excellent, very good, averace, fai;,;,arxl poor. However, 
in referring to the different steps of the scale such terms a.s the 
following will be used in this study; the first quinUle, the upper 
fifth, the lowest quintile, etc. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
T!2tal 
T.A.BLE I 
The distribution of intelligence test scores 
for the 122 tea.cllers. , 
Quintil§ J)Iuznber of ~eaollers Percentage . 
{Superior) 28 23 
(Very good) 33 27 
(Good) 13 ll 
(Fair) 29 24 
(Wea.k) 19 15 
122 100% 

Analyzing the data presented by Table 1 and Chart 1, the.· l'eM ... 
a!." notes that there are more teachers in the two highest fifths 
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. than in eny other two fifths. Less than half the number of teaohers 
in either of the upper quintiles is found in the middle fifth. one 
low and one high quintile are almost equally rel'resented, namely, 
the fourth and the first. There is a larger number of teachers in 
the lowest fifth than in the middle fifth. These teachers are an 
unusual group as judged by the distribution of their intelligenoe 
soores on the quintilo basis whioh is used for all entering fresh-
men. If teachers are to be a select group on the basis of high 
intelligence, Chart 1 should be skewed toward the high ratings with 
the largest number in quintiles 1, 2, and 3. However, this group 
of 122 teachers are fairly evenly distributed in both upper and 
lower quintiles. The relation of' tllis distribution of' intelligence 
test so ores with· teaching sucoess will now be pre sen ted. 
Chart. II shows the distribution of' these 122: teachers according 
to the intelligence test score quintile and the teaching suooeas 
'group. An explanation of the fi ve .. group basis for teaching success 
is given in Chapter VI. Of the 28 teachers who rank first quintile 
in intelligence test soores, only 4 of these rank in the first group 
in tea.ohing success. The others. are rated groups 2 and 3 in success. 
The 33 teachers in the second highest quintile in intelligence test 
so ore are rated in group 4 in success. The large majority are on · 
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corresponding levels of intelligence quintilea and ~ooess g-roups. 
The i3 teachers of the middle inteJ.l i.[ienoe quintile are rated 
higher in success than in intelligence. Only 3 receive the same 
rating in both measures· whereas 10 are 1·ated higher by their prin-
oipals. Of the 29 teachers in the fourth intelligenee quintile, 
none are rated below the t:tird group in success. Two thirds of the 
. 
teaobers are rated in the second croup and more are rated l than 3 
in teaching 3\lcoess. While there are no oqual ratings in division 5, 
3 of the teachers in the lowest fifth of the intelligence test scores 
are rated in the fourth group, only 2 are in the middle level, and 
the large majority of the 19 teachers are rated in groups 1 and 2 
in teaching success. 
The l22 selected teachers trained at the College of the Pacific 
from the classes of 1923 to 1927 inol U3i ve are fairly evenly distri-
buted in the quintile divisions of intelligence test scores. Quin-
tiles 3 and o have fewer nm:1bers wl:ioh may indiotl.te that teachers o:f 
average and poOl' intelligence are in the minority. 'l'he greatest 
number 1 s found in quint il e 2 which is in t e1·pr et ad in this 3 tud.y as 
-
p 
ver.y good, or above the averase. 
The intelligence test scores are not a reliable criterion for 
;predioti:ng success in teaching. 'Jhereas 48 teachers are group~d in 
the 2 lowest quintiles on test scores, only 4 teachers are rated in 
the corresponding groups in teaching success. Likewise, only 61 
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teachers recelve test score3 in tJ1e 2 hitshest intellisence quintiles, 
but 97 a.re ratoo. in the correspondinG grouva in teaching success. 
Only 3 teachers of the l3, WlJO are in the averae;e quint ile. in test 
scores are also in the averat.;e group in teaohint; success. 
1fhese findint:s of this .:;tudJ-' parallel closely the results of 
other investigations mentioned in Chapters II and III. High intel-
ligence test scores do not predict oorres:pondingly high teaohi~ 
sua cess when teachint~ succes ::3 is mea3nred exclusively on the basis 
of superintendents' or the l)rincipals' ratii¥:;.3 of tee.ohers. 
Teaching success depends u:pon factors other than the high det,;ree 
of general intelligence measured by mentDl tests. 
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:3chool marks or grades shov1 some positive relation to success 
but not a sufficient l'ela.tion to be used as tbe sole criterion. This 
was illustrated by the results of the recent investigations mentioned 
in Chapters .II and III. Before analyzing specific data of the scholar-
of the 122 teaa}·,er~; in this study, it may be well first to 
consider the meaning and uses of grades as set forth by Symonds in the 
following quotation. 
(1) to inform pupils and :r:a.rents of pupils 1 achievement; (2) as 
incentives to .study; (3) to promote :.ompetition; (4) to determine 
promotion; (5) to determine grad.uiJ,tion; (6) to predict a pupil's 
future success; ( 7) to enable college authorities to :pass on the 
qualifications of entrance candidates; (8) to determine credits, 
honors, etc.;ard (9) to determine participation in e:x:tra-cttl'l'ioular 
activi ties.l 
That the grades ordinarily given to students do not fulfill these 
various uses is well known. l)erhaps tl:lere are rea-sons for the ur.reli-
ability of school marl{s. ra.rticula.rly is this study concerned ~.vi th 
number (6) whict a:pecifies tllat lllc'll'irs predict the pupils' future sue-
oesJ ~vhether in school life or post-school life]. 'i'ood. enumera.tei!l 
the several bases on which marl~s nre actur.ll;y 1::iven .hi colleges. 
'J!hey are as follows: 
(l) on effort put forth by the i:ndividual student; (2) the gen-
eral intelligence of the stud.ent; {3) the cltaracter and pel'sDnllli ty 
of the student; (~~) the genern.l fitness of tbe student to live. in 
civilized society; (5) the a.rnount of the improvement in the sii'.:tdent 
lp. M. Symonds; I.Iea.sul'enont in Jecondaryl~ducation, 498. 
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in general or in specific courseJ; &nd. ( G} tLe actual acLievement of 
the student in the s:uecinc course, in the total school situation, 
Ol' in the total life a i tc:.at ion .1 
3uch varie.t ions in maries r-1'13 :!.Hevi t.'?.ble wl1en n.u::-rlm are dependent 
upon subjective opinions of tec:chers. l'l't:tC tic.?.lly all of the e.xperi-
ments on gx·a.des are m.'1de on j1:...:; t sucl1 t;y};J03 of J:J.D.rld:ngs. '!his. present 
stud¥ is no exc~ytion. 1Jiscre.vancies in school marks can ·probably be 
alleviated by the t1.se of st~.l1dard and o~)jeotivo tests \\rhich L~asure 
only the pupils' achievements. 'i'hen scholarship may !JOdsibly l'ank 
with intelligence tests as an obJective measure with more or less 
degree of reliability. 
JOHuLA.HSHH HEOO!Wd O.i!' 122 'fE.AOHillRS 
'2o be graduated. from the College of the 1'ac ific tlie student must 
have a.n average of C or a srade-point ... average of 1.00. Sinoe all the 
teachers considered in this study a1·e g·rndua.tes, tho lowest sohola.r-
ship record. is 1.00. l''or thiJ reason the rec,ular office system for 
determining. the nun1ber of honor points is disregard.~d. and a division 
of mea.St.u.emant mol~e adapted to the study of teaahers' scholarships 
is substituted as follows: . level 1 includes all gTade-point ... averages 
from 3.00 to 2.50; level 2, 2.49 to 2.00; level 3, 1.99 to l.tv; level 
4, 1.49 to 1.01; and level 5, 1.00. 
Table 2 shows the d.istribu. tion in undergraduate scholarship aver-
ages for the 122 teachers on this spaci-al basis. Chartlii also shows 
the d.istribut ion of these averages. In a large croup the normal distri-
bution on a five-yoint scale may be as foll~vs: 4%, 24%, 44%. ~4%, and. 
4%, respectively. These teachers' averages very nearly approach this 
l.Ben Wood, NJ.easurement in Hig·her l'~duaation, 114 
-=---f.i 
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curve and a:re representative of rat1"ler reliable grades given to the 
graduates of' the college. Ho·:1ever, if teachers are to be selected 
on the basis of high scholarship, the <listribution will be sk:ewed 
to the higher averages, even on 3UCh a ratinG' scheme as used in this 
study. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
TABLB 2 
'~he scholarship averages of the 122. teachers on 
the baais of twilere;r.:ldtJ.ate college study. 
Leyels qrade Point Avel'aEe 1-ro. of Teachers Percentage 
(SUperior) 3.00 2.50 4 3 
(Very good) 2.49 2.00 33 27 
(Good) 1.99 1.50 52 43 
(.l!,air) 1.49 1.01 30 25 
(Weak} 1.00 3 2 
Tot~~ 122 100~1 
Table 3 shows the selections of college major subjects for the 
122 teachers and the range of each subject in scholarship levels. 
~he one student in industrial education is included in education 
majors and the one student in ancient laneuage is included in the 
mOdern language group. The few in dramatic art are included in the 
speech majors. The number of teachers in eaoh group varies from 
only ·one in philosophy to thirty in music. Of the 12 major-groups 
of subjeats only 4 are represented in the highest level of soholar-
ships namely, English, history, la.n(,"'U.age and mathematics. Only 3 
major-groups are represented in the lowest level: namely, eduaation, 
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muaio, and sp;~eoh. Art majors are distributed in levela 2 to 4; 
economics and social science, 3 and 4; education, 2 to 5; English 
l to 3; history, l to 3; lans"l<ac;es, 1 to 4; matlJematics, l to 4; 
music, 2 to 5; philosopl'\Y, 4; phydical education, 2 to 4; spe·aoh, 
2 to 5; and soieno es, · 2 to 4. gn:_;·l ish and his tory major students · 
have the highest scholars.r1ip averac;es, all bei:n,:; rated in the 3 
upper levels.<:Joonomics and socia.l science nnjor stu.dents rate lowest 
in t:hat nona ora in scholars1~J-lJ le ... vels 1 a:nd 2, al t11ow~h nona are 
found in the fifth level. 
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'lABLE 3 
.3cholarship levels in the college 
major subject;;:; for the L;:~ teachers. 
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Quintile 
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Intelligence quintiles in tbe college major 
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Table 4 is similar to Table 3 and shmvs the distribution of 
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college major subjects in the intelliGence-score quintiles. Students 
often consider one subject more difficult than another and do not 
hope to r.eoei ve high scholarship while othar subjects, particularly 
those of content (in contrast to scientific studies) • are relatively 
easy and rathe1· high grades are 1nevi table. This theory was ill us-
trated by data of Table 3 but was not fully proved. Another like 
I 
theory applies to major subjects am degrees of inte1ligeooe. In 
present practices for guidance, a sttrlent must receive a certain 
test score to bOcome eligible to s])eoial t;:,rpes of training. For the 
average individual with no partieular aptitude tllis plan might be 
.:practical. However, ex:.:p(3riments have shown that standard intellicence 
tests do not measure 3pec ial ta.leut or sp3cific traits' which make for 
success for certain indivi<lual cases. '.i!herefore, no one subject 
attracts all the bright students, no1· does another attract the dullards, 
but all levels of intelligence are rep1•esEmted in each subject. While 
it is true that there are genel'al tendencies in one subject or another 
to require high intelligeme, it is not true that a student would nee-
essarily have to fail if he had a lower level of intelligence. 
In Table 4, 6 of the 12 major subjects are represented in eaoh 
of the 5 quintiles ill intelligence; 4 major subjects are in the 4 
quintiles; and 2 are representeu in a smaller r~~~e of quintiles 
because of the few students in ea.oh. Art has g1·eater numbers in 
intelligence quint Ues 3 and 5; economlcs, l and 2; education, l 
and 4; English, 1 and 4; history, 2 and 4; laneuages, 2; mathematics, 
1; music, 2 and 4; philosophy, l; physical education, 2 and 5; speech, 
2 and.4; and sciences, 1. 'thus, one s~:1l>joct ·which attracts students 
of high intelligence is also noted to contain almost as mruzy other 
students in the lower intelligence quintiles. Hmvavar,. if an approx-
imate rating is desired, all the students in the 3 upper quintiles 
of the intelligence test scores could be grouped. in rank order o:f 
their major subjects as follows; the hi£1lest, :philo.sopby (only 1 
student represented) , then rna themat ics, lallb:ouages, music, economics, 
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intelligence. l!'or exaraple, hi..:; to1·;y· <::llt.L .3lJc:.;l ish .rani.;:ed ninth and 
aigllt;h in intelLigence ~rdel' but first ;:"nd ;;;ocond in scholHrshi]:') 
order• Lilwwise, (:JCOm;mios rur.:~ed .fifth :i.n intellj,se:nce order but 
tvvalfth in sci10larship. 
'.raule 5 shows t1~e dis trHu ti on of tte ty_pos of credentials 
granted to the 122 3electe<i toc ... J.Lel'a .~:;Tatluc .. t:jJ. from the Oollece of. 
' 
ula.rly qut'1l if ie d to teach in music , ax· t, pb;y:.-lice.l education, & .. nd 
speech. This ta1;le li3t3 only 1 c:r:·ed.enti<~l for each teacher, the 
highest o1·adential seleote(.~ :i.f there c.re 2 ox· r.wre. l'wenty-eislit 
tea.ohars o:f' this !:~roup hove received wo:x·e tLc.n one c:x·edential. either 
granted upon craduntion or after post r;rad.uate \'·orit. 
Credentials :f'or t1te 122 teachns • 
-~---'----- .. ·. 
l 
I' 
r 
SCHOLARSHIP LEVELS AND TEACHING SUCCESS 
Chart 1V shows the relation of scholarship with success. The 
4 teachers in laval 1 in scholarship all rat~d group 2 in success. 
Of the 35 teachers in scholarship level 2, 29 rated groups l ani 2 
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in suooesa and 4 rated below. Of the 52 teaomrs in scholarship level 
3, 40 rated group 1, 2, and 3 in aucoess,and only 3 below. Of the 30 
tea.cher~S in scholarship level 4 only l teacher rated success group 4. 
The 3 teachers in the lowest scholarship level rated. in the ll9oond 
highest grou.p in suooess. The best teaomrs and the po'orest teaomrs 
in scholarship were all rated in the same teaching success group. Of' 
the total 122 teachers only 31 were rated in corresponding levels and 
groups of scholarship and success. With the exception of schol~ship 
level l the large majority of the teaohers ware :rated in the success 
groups above their scholarship level. 
SUl/ID'!ARY 
The grade-point-averages as expressed in scholarship levels for 
the 122 selected teachers graduated from the College of the Paoifio 
very nearly approach the dis tri but ion of the normal probability cru.rve. 
Scholarship ranges from the highest to the lo\~st in a rather exaot 
proportion. 
The major subjects of music and education attract the greatest 
number of teachers whereas philosophy and mathematics attract the 
least• Teachers whose major subject is history or English rate the 
highest in scholarship, and tea.ohers majoring in economics rate the 
lowest. 

I 
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8cl1olarship reoox·ds E'J.lti. inte)ll:Lf..,'ence teat scores are not high;.. 
ly :prediot,ive of Gn.c1:, othor. .?:::o,jor ;mbjects attract students of all' 
levels of infielliueuce. However, some teacllers whose test. scores 
are higl1 elected l)hilosoph~r, (only om.~ student l'e:presanted), mathew 
matios and langua(;'es; whereas other teacl!erJ w11o::;e test scores are 
lo:: elected speech, ed:unn.tio~<, and physical education. There are 
disorepa.noies in these ratix.~e:s becauJe each group is not l'ep:rasented 
with a.n equal number of teact.~ers. 
The smallest nw11ber of tLe 122 .>elocted teachers were granted 
the Junior High .3chool Orec.ential wL erea.s the r::reatest number recei v-
ed the General deconda.ry Credential. 
High scholarship does not Ilredict tco.crlinc success nor does low 
scholarahi:p prEKliot teaching failure. On the .contrary this Jtudy 
showed that teachers of the hiJ'hest scholarohilJ ani teachers of the 
lowest scholar3hip we1·e :t·ated in tl.e srone e;rmtr>a in teachinG sucoes,g. 
1/!eaching aucce:u is usually rated above the sc1' olarshi:p levol, aeldom 
in the same :Level and rarely belcw the schola:rsh~p level. 
:§:-
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CH.APrER YI 
RECOWJ!JNDAT IONS OF MAJOR l'ROPEJSORS .AND C!\ITIO 
TEACHERS AS PREDIC~IVE 
OF TEACHING SUCCESS 
The present status of the teaching profession is set forth 
·in the following quotation: 
Tea.ohing service is now among the fields of work in which the 
public insists upon some .measure of protection against incompet~ce • 
. ~his has not always been true. In our ear:Ly hi ato:cy the formal 
d.nstruction of children was considered neither sufficiently complex 
and dif£ioult nor sufficiently vital to require teaahers of high 
calibre. However, as our philosophy of education has broadened. and 
deepened to include many .different aims, sfu•vices, and teohnicel 
procedures, and as society in general has gradually realhed the 
importance of the influences under which the child develops, mini-
mum ·1•equirements for admission to teaching have been established.l 
This expansion in the field of education in the rar,ge of pur-
poses. abilities, preparation of teaohers,and in the larger attend-· 
an~es of pupils makBs ·the problem of selecting teachers and measur .. 
ing the results of teaching more imperative than formerly. Ellefson 
' foUlld that the trend in secondary education is aWff3 "from entrance 
requirements of large numbers of prescribed courses and to a more 
,/ liberal choice (of subjects] and to stricter personal sta.nd.ard:;J of· 
capacity, industry and quality of preparation".2 ~he stress tod.s¥ 
is upon a well developed personality rather than upon a high degree 
of either intelligence or scholarship as is shown by reoent inves-
tigations nentioned in Oha;pters II and III, and sinoe society h,as 
l"Tra.ining Requirements far Newly Appointed Teaahers", Research 
Bulletin of the Nat. Ed. Ass'n., Jan. 1932, p 6. 
2E.· Ellefson. ":Predicting Scholarship", Master's Thesis, Universit:y 
ot California Likrar:y, 1928. 
been educated to tr.te importance of the child, the school, the ourr ic-
ul'Ulll, and the teacher, "these standards cannot be maintained unless 
idealistic, praatica.l, and gifted youth is challenged by thepi"1"f1leges 
and opportunities of educational service and leadarship".i. In an 
attempt to maintain a standard of efficiency the majority of teachers 
are seleated or rejected on the basis of information obtained from 
rating scales, 
The Teacher Placement Bureau of the College of the .Pa.oific requires 
that several recommendations from competent persons be given on a form 
or ratine sheet for every registered candidate for a tea.ohing position. 
These ratings include the specific items as follows: personality, 
knowledge of subjects, judgment, health and vigor, personal appearance, 
power of oral eA~ression, energy and persistence, cul~~e and refine-
ment, community interest and standing, ability in discipline, skill 
as an instructor, and influence on students. A five .. point scale for 
rating is used on the basis of su:r;erior, very t;ood, good, fair, and 
weak. 
~mE GHOUl' BAJ83 FOR RA'-n nGS 
In many meaaurerrents tre highest and the lowest groups are the 
most significant measures. 1llhe interpretf.J,tion of the ratings given 
by the major professors, critic teachers, and principals or super-
intendents for the 122 seleota'l teachers is such tllat there will be 
a significant relation of one group with another. To faciliate the 
1o. E. Hertzberg, ''New Rigid Entrance Requirements for Teacher-
Training lnstitu.tions", Soh. and 3oc., Nov. 21, 1931, p .702. 
use of comparisons between tl1e varlous fa.otors employed in this 
stuc'cy', a :f'i ve-point scale is used throughout. .But this scale is 
not oons istent for all :f'actors because of tlle uneven distribution 
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of ·liillllbe'rs of each factor which makes a true qi1intile basis impossible. 
r.eherefore, intelligence· test scores are on a basis consistent with all 
the 122 teachers' test scores; scholarship averages are on a basis 
consistent with all the i22 teachers' soholarshil) averages~ and final-
ly, ratings by major professors, critic teachers, and principals or 
superintendents are consistent with all ratings given to tbe 122 
teachers. 
Because of tlJe majOJ:' I..!I'ofessors' closer contacts and longer 
:period of observation of the prospective teachers, their recommend ... 
e.tions are selected from all other college teachers' ratmgs for 
the selected. group of 122 teachers. Possibly • the reliability of 
these reports onn be questioned beoau3e, in order to give the :pros-
:paotive teacher avery chance to secure a rJOsition, the major :profes-
sors are likely to empha3iz;e tho good qualities am omit the mention 
of the less desireable ones. The rati~~s for this st1Xly include 
only the first 9 items on which the major professors are competent 
to judge. In the preceding chapter, Tables 3 ar.d 4 allow that there 
is no particular relation between tlle selection of a major subject 
and high intelligence, or between the major subject and high scholar-
ship. Therefore, the teat scores ar~ grades would not unduly 
influenoe the rating of tl".te major p1•ofessora for the prospeoti ve 
teachers in their classes. 
TABLB 6 
The major professors' ratings on the 
personality traits for 12·2 teachers. 
Group Ratio of 'L'otal Est :imate !<To. Of 
1 (Superior) 1.00 
- 1.50 16 
2 (Very Good) 1.51 2.50 88 
3 (Good) 2.61 
- 3.50 18 
4 .(Fair). 3.51 
- 4.00 
5 (Vleak:) 4.61 ... 5.00 
-
Tgt~l 122 
Teachers Percent.-
e 
13 
72 
16 
-~ 
.... 
100%. 
Table 6 shows· the distribution of the major professors' rat-
i'J:lgs on the :personal traits of the 122 selected. teaem1•s traimd 
at the College of the I'aoifio. All of these teachers a.re rated 
aver~e or above, not even one being represented in either Group 
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4 or 5. The large majority are rated in (~roup 2. ·Chart V further 
illustrates these same ratirt;s, which indicate ~that the major J?rO• 
. fessors believe that these prospective t eaohers possess those per-
sonal traits to such a degree thn t their pro1)able teaching success. 
is assured. 
Table 7 shows the relation of the maj-or professors' rat1z:gs 
to the principals' ratings on teaching success. ~~areas, the major 
J?rOfessors' modestly rated 16 prospective teachers ~IJ., superior, 
the principals rated 21 teachers as such. Professors rated almost 
-
'~ -
--~ 
' 
J 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
3 
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two thirds 88, as very good.. the principals gave 76 teachers the 
same rating. The average teachers munbered almost the same, but 
the :principals found 4 fair which were not predicted as such. 
However, these subJective ratings,Vibile they p1•esent the general 
trend~ a1•e not to be accertecl as the final criterion of either 
;prediction of suooess or success in teaching. 
'L'A.BLE 7 
traits with teao~ting sucoes s :f'or 122 tea.ohers. 
Group Number of ratings on tea.o:hers 
:Major :Professor Critic Tea.oher Principal 
l {Superior) 16 2 21 
2. (Ve1•y Good) 88 68 76 
3 (Good.) 18 44 21 
--
:-, --
4 (I!'air) ... 8 4 
6 (Weak) ... 
Total 122 122 122 
CRITIC r_rJ~CIIEHJ.)' RAT1KG3 
Critic teachers, because of their training and experience, 
ought to be able to judge fairly well the 11rospective teachers' 
professional aptitudes. 11Jleir period of observation usually 
covers every school day for either l or 2 semesters. From their 
total rati~s of the prospective teachers only the 3 items con-
earning p1·ofessional ability which they were particularly 
observant of were selected. for this study.: namely, ability in clis ... 
oipline, skill as an instructor, ·and. influence on students. 
The critic teachers' ratings on the pro-
fessional, ability of the 122 teachers 
Grou:p Ratio or Tota:.,l · 1ro. of dtudents 
1 (Superior) 1.00 1.50 2 
2 {Very Good) 1.51 2.50 68 
3 (Good) 2.51 3.50 44 
4 (.ll'air) 3.51 - 4.50 8 
5 (Weak) 4.51 - 5.00 
~.otal. 122 
PE?rcentage 
2 
56 
36 
6 
100 
Table 8 and 01mrt VI sh~; the distribution of the critic 
teachers' ratines on these 3 items of professional ability. The 
ratings include the ranee of' only 4 groups. Evidently the pros-
paotive teachers do not show themselves as of 3\::i.parior ability 
in actual. classroom situations as shown by only 2 superior rat-
i:ngs. However, more than one half of' the total grm1p are rated 
very- good. Critic teachers consider more than. one third of the 
group as average. They, no dCilibt, have fa.ith in their professional 
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growth and. development. Onl;y· 8 prospective teachers are rated fair. 
If the critic teachers are influenced in their ratings by the trait 
ability in discipline, Siloh ratings will be the most unreliable. 
~ 
r;. 
because the studen-t-teacher is not all owed to handle any ma.j or 
problems of discipline. He does not have the opportunity to 
profit and. learn by expo:riEmce the best methods which aPJ?lY to 
di.fi'ioult· dlassroorn situations. 
Table 7 compares the critic teachers' partial ratings with 
the principals' composite ratings. Even though the number of 
rati11e;s vary, yet the usual disrJari ty is shown between' predicted 
success and. teaching success. The or it ic teao11e:rs do not r-ata 
student-teachers as high as the princi1)als rate these same 
teachers. 
MAJOR :PIWll'E330RS', ORIT 10 TEACHERS', AND :PRlHCI:P.ALS' 
HA'rlNGS 
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Chart VII ShO\VS the relation of the prediction of suooess 
with teaching suocess. Because the maJor professors' reoonimend-
a.tions represent those ratings on which they are the moat oolll!'et-
ent to judge, and because the same may be said for the critio 
tea.ooors' ratillga, and because the principals must rate on both 
personality traits and on professional trait3, this method of 
comparing uneven distributions of ratings is apparently justified• 
There ia only one point of exact agreement among the 3 classes of 
raters. \'lherea.s l or 2 specific items rna:y be rated in success 
Q·roup 5, no total rating given to a;ny teacher by any rater is 
found in this lowest group in tea.ohing success. The major pro-
fessors and prinoipals:ra.te the teachers higher than do the 
critic teachers. All ratings are skewed to the high ratings and 
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all raters apparently agree that the large majority of teachers are 
in Qroup 2, very good. 
The same type of rating form is used by major professors and 
oritio tea.ohars to predict teaching suooess as i:3 used by the prin-
. . 
oipals to measure tea.ohing suo cess :f'or the 122 selected teachers 
trained at the Coil.lege of the I)a.oifio. ··,\'hereas the major professors· 
and the oritio teachers rated all of the items on the rating form, 
only those items are selected for this study for whioh the raters 
give a reliable opinion not based on general impression. 
The major professors' ratings are found only in the first 3 
groups predicting suooess. All prospective taaohers will be at 
least average out the large majority will be 1Xl'U.Ch above average. 
The cri tio tea.ohers' ratings are found in the first 4 of the 5 
groups in success. They predict the smallest number of superior 
tea.ohe rs and the large at number of fa5.r teachers. 'L'he major i t;y 
of teachers are rated very good. Principals rate a largar number 
of teaohers superior than either the major professors or oritio 
teachers prediot as superior. The majority of ratings by the 
principals is also found in the seoond suaoess group. On a five-
point soale only 3 points are used by maJor professors, and 4 
points by oritio teachers and principals to rate teaohtng success. 
The lowest point is not represented in anw rating. 
Ma.J or pro:f'es sors and pr inoipals rate a.pproxima. tely the same 
number of teachers superior as they rate average. All raters 
I 
f 
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consistently plaoe the large rnaj ori ty of the teaohers in the 
seooncl. group of suooess, 'Which is the group above average on a 
five-point scale •. 
\ 
OHAP~~EH VI I 
PRINOli'.ALS' RATilJG-:3 AS THF: B./1..313 :B'OR 
DETEm.UHUTG TBA.JlllNG .;>'UCCEJS 
Granted that a single ratine of an individual has little or no 
scientific validity, yet it is necessary to accept a single rating 
for new tea.ahers or ine:x::per ienced teachers. Superintend.ents and 
principals are in positions to observe a1n to evaluate their teaah-
ers and they ought to be able, by training and experience, to give 
an unbiased opinion. However, thus fa.r, individual rating scales 
of character a:nd personality are not designed to reveal the prin-
oiples governing the administrators who rate some teachers high 
because of the factors of acquaintance, altruism, personal pride 
and advantage, favoritism., or indifference; and. others who rate 
teachers low because of the factors of prejudice, impression, or 
ignorance. Nor do the scales themselves allow for the beginner's 
enthusiasm or his lack of experience. 
In selecting teachers administ1·ators deem it desireable to 
select those \vhose recanmendations guarantee a good degree' of 
intelligence, scholarship, personality, and r;rofessional ability. 
But from the representative studies quoted in Chapter III it is 
found that superintendents and principals allow their general im-
pressions of teachers' personalities to influence all specific 
rati~s on other traits of saholarshi:p, etc. Particularly is this 
true of teachers who have superior personal traits, whom prinaipals 
rate superior on every other trait. 
Gl 
Knjghts' studies a:re :rather complete on principals' rati:ngs of 
teaohers. In most instances hJ.gh correlations existed between un-
related traits and low correlations between related traits.· There 
are many individual interpretations of teaching success but all 
administx·ators seem to be. consistent in rating high some particular 
pe:z:·sonal t:rai ts of teachers. 
l?RINOIP.ALS' HATINGS ON SPECIFIC TRAI'l'3 
Several specific ratings will be considered in this chapter and 
only brief mention will be given to each. 
TABLE 9 
The principals' specific ratings on 
skill as an instructor fo1• t£_le 122 
teachers. 
Group tm.lllber of Teachers 
l (Superior) 8 
2 (Very good) 65 
3 . · (GoOd) 30 
4 (Fair) 10 
6 (Weak) 2 
Total 115 
Percentage 
7 
56 
26 
9 
2 
100 
Table 9 and Chart VIII show the dist:ri bution of the principals' 
speoif'ic ratings on skill as an instructor for 155 teachers. Even 
on professional items the majority of teaohers are 1·ated above aver-
age, as shown by the 63 per oen t above, the 26 per cent average, and 
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the ll !Jar oent rated below nverage. J.:ov/ever, these ll per cent 
ere significant. lt is possil.Jle that in their preparation for 
teaching they failed to receive an adequate knowledge of method. 
It is also t1•ua tbat these teachers may· lack innate ability to adapt 
instruction to the classroom situation. 
'.i!ABLE 10 
The principals' s1~cifio ratings on 
ability in discipline for ]15. taache1·s. 
_Q_roup :r-~umber of '.f!ea.9}1e rs _ _______ P~ercenta~g~e~-
1 { ::Juperi or) 17 15 
2 (Very good) 51 44 
3 (Good} 32 28 
4 (.fl'airl ll 10 
ii (Weak) 4 
-----------------L----·-------~-~-------
Total~---------- ____ J.M_ __________ .....:::..lO::.:O!-__ _ 
Table 10 and. Ohn1·t IX snow the d.i3tribu~ion of the principals' 
specific ratings on a.bilit;;' in discipline. Although tr:te distribution 
does :riot follow the norr.aal curve, yet :no1'e val'iation is ihO"\'ill in the 
principals' particu.lar ratine; than in any other rating r;iven by either 
the major professor or tlJe critic teacher. More teachers ~ere r:J.tGd 
su;perior than !'fd.r o.nd wee;.t;: in o.l:>ility i:n '].isci_pline • .As usual, tho 
l<:t;rge ru:.:.jo:L'i ty are rated very good ani good. It is not aa.;n:uw3d. that 
all teachers are good dtsci:plinarians. In fact, clboirJline is usually 
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the most difficult problem \.l.L:;h cowfr.ont.; the tea.or.tar, and. in many 
instance-s, it is tlJG nwst important. Until the student-teacher is 
gi van mo:r·a opportur:.i ty ancl HT<thor it;y to lv:tmile el;;;.ssro or.u situations, 
he must depend,. UpOn observation aul l!l'O&~d tlleOre.tical kno~ledge for 
the solution 6f disciplinro·~·· problemJ. ~~o a.ttain to the ideals of 
the teachin;:; profes::lion t:r-.. e clistriwtion lJ;lti3t .be skewEtd to tlla 
hic;her ratings in each .. specU'ic re.ting; such :;"ts discipline, as well 
as in the teacber' s general rHtin[;. 
Group 
l ( 3uxJer ior} 
2 (Very good) 
3 (Good} 
4 (1i'air} 
6 (Weak) 
Total· 
P:rinoipals' ratint.j'''l in 1)ercent%e 
on three Sf•ac ific traitJ of 115 
teachers. 
.:>ub,jeot-matter ·3kill 
24 7 
57 56 
15 26 
4 9 
... 2 
100 100 
D 1 sci pline 
15 
44 
28 
10 
3 
100 
Table 11 shows the relation of 3 specific rat:iiJgs for the ll6 
teachers whose principals gave detailed ratings. Knowledge of 
~bject .matter is rated hit;her than either skill or diso~pline. 
~ 
.Al thougt1 teachers seldom ta~;.ct sui.Jjects· ecJUtJ.l to tteir o-wn scholar-
ship level:l, it is interestillG to notice tbat only tJ, per cent were 
rated below average in knowledge of subject matter whereas 27 per 
cent were rated below averase in college schola.rship. 
,gy.artiles 
Excellent 
Good 
Fair 
r>oor 
Total 
TAJ3U: 12 
The relation in :pel·centage of t"hree specifla. 
traits for 1500 new teachers in Oal i.fornia 
in 1930 - 1931.1 
~"'ubject -matter Skill Discipline 
in por cent in per C~]l.t in per oent 
33 23 25 
54 55 49 
12 20 21 
l 2 5 
100 100 100 
Table 12 shows t!te relation of these 3ame 3 factors in a study 
of 1500 new teachers in Gcl.ifornia in 1930 and 1931. This is re-
6'7 
presented on a quartile basis so an exact com1:Jari son with the teachers 
trained at the College of the ?acifio is illl]?Ossib~e. Howeve:r, the 
general tendeno ies are the same. Teachers are rated highest i.n know-
ledge of subject matter and lowest in ability in disoipline. 
lEvelyn Clement, ''.All Evaluation of Teaoher-'.i!raini:ngu, Eduoational 
~inistration and Supervision, Feb. 1932, p 92. 
~ 
TABLE 13 
Principals' composite rat:tn~:;s on teaching 
success for the 122 te~whers. 
Group Hatio of Total Hating No. of reachers. Percentage 
--
l (Superior) 1.00 1.50 21 17 
2 (Very good) 1.51 2.50 76 6:3 
3 (Good.j 2.51 3.50 21 17 
4 (Fair) 3.51 4.50 4 3 
5 (Weak) 4.51 5.00 
Total 122 100 
·---
Table 13, showing the total ra.'Ungs, has bean used as 
a basis of oanparison in Chapters IV, V, and VI; hence detailed 
analysis of this table is 'not required in this Oha.]?ter. Chart t 
illustrates the table by show inc a rather balanced ou1•ve for 
Groups lt 2, and 3, but disproportionate numbers for Groups 4 and 
5. Almost two third a of tb e te aoher s are rated very good , and the 
other third is rated equally between the sup3rior and the good 
groups of principals' ratings. 
3U11MARY 
Principals' and superintendents' ratings on speoi:fio profes-
s1onal traits are lower than their ratings on personality traits 
68 
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for teachers trained at the Collage of the Paoifio. '~he speoifio 
trait of ability in discirline received. the lowest rating of the. 
specific traits which are consid•3red in this study. The apecifio 
ratings for skill as an instructor and ability in discipline are 
almost equally divided in the b separate groups with the exception 
of :Group l, which has twioe as many superior teachers in discipline 
as it has in skill. The 2 lower gl·oups contain 13 per cent of the 
sp.eoifio professional traits, whereau only l lower group contains 
3 per oent or the total rat~ngs which include both· professional 
and personal tl'aits. 
Low ratings on :p_rofessional traits are count er-balanoed by the 
higher ratings on personality .traits of the total ratiug scale of 
12 items. On such a scheme of ratin:; as is ~sed in this study, 
principals rate 97 per cent of the teachers superior, vecy good, 
and good, and only 3 per cent fair~ 11!0 teacher is given the general 
rating of weak or 110or. 
OH.AI'TE:l\ Vlll 
. The :purpose of this p1•esent stu~r was tp examine the various 
office records of a selected number of teachers trained at the 
College of the Pacific arid to determine the basis for their teaoh-
i:ng sucoess. .Acoording to other popular methods, va.r~ous factors 
are segregated. and theae are compared with the reJ?orts on teaching 
success. The factors chosen for these selected teachers were the 
same t.hat ·are uaually consi.dered in aimilar investigations: namely • 
intelljgen'oe test scores, oolle[;e scholarship, perscnality ratings 
and professi~nal ratings of prospective teachers. These are gener-
ally considered to have more or les:J prOO.iotive value of p.robable 
teachinG 3\lcceu. Of the many types of rating scales t'or the rat-
ing of character, personality, and professional ability, most teacher-
training ins ~i tuti ons, princirJals and. placement agencies uae a scale 
with an averaf~ of about 7 main traits on a five-point merit scale 
for the rating of success for incli vidual teachers. Juoh a scale 
was used by superint~ndents and principals to rate the 122 select-
ad teachers and these ratings were used u.s the basis of compar-
ison between predicted success and actual teaching success. The 
results of this study ·baar a close rela.tions?iP with other studies 
which show in a general w~ the influence of various factors on 
teaching success. 
I 
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This study aimed to find the elements or qualities of teaching 
success. The ideal is USL1ally much higher than th~·actual situation. 
Investigations show th"1.t the vast majority of teachers are rated 
average and above avei·age, regardless of their training and .exper-
ienoe or their lac!<: or it, a:tW.. rec[u·~ness of' the levels of intel-
ligenco or scholarsl~ip. 3hould a uniform standard. be ado)ted as the 
basis of rating tea.ohers, it is p:t·oba.ble that tl:ore would be a high-
er degree of correlation between v:,,rious factors and tawhi~ suooess. 
It is also possible that objective ratlng scales would replaoe the 
subJective methods of rating teachinG success. Discussion of the 
relation of tests with teachill.L; success will follow. 
Neither the Thorndike Examirmtions nOl' the Thurstone rsycholog ... 
ical Test given to all entering. freshmen of t.be College of the l:'aoific 
from 192:3 to 192'7 inolusi ve, ]?roves of aJ.-cy predictive value ror the 
teachine success of 122 seleqted teachers. Of the 97 teachers rat.ed 
su:perior and vecy r;ood in teaol"ing success only 61 received test 
soorers which indicated tbe seme groups. .And of the 48 teachers 
in intelligence quintilea 4 and B onl;>' 3 teachers are rated in 
success g1•oups fair and weak~ Only 3 teachers are rated good in 
both intelligence and suooess. 
Investigations have been conducted to find 1•easons f'or these 
inconsistencies. The results of these studies shcm that intellig-
a 
enoe teats do not test the special abilities ofjlarge minority 
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of successful individ\tals; tLat there are many illusive factors 
which must be recognized 'before the test score is given· reli-
ability; that in the consideration of all other available criteria 
very high test so ores do not p,t•ed iot success a:ny better than very· . 
low soores because of the necessary adjustments the genius or the 
dullard lllllSt make to the classroom si tuatlon; that some subjects 
. 
in college and fOl' teaching do require a particular type and 
degree of intelligence; and f inBlly, that the el o~nts of per-
serverance, initiative, interest, attitude, etc,, are of more 
value than intelligence test scores. 
Group 
1 (Superior) 
TABLE 14 
The relation in percent~~e of the princil~ls' 
cpmposite ratir.l(;s with intall:i[;ence test 
· sco1•e s for the 122 teachers. 
l'r inc ipal s' rat i!lf:;s Intelligence 3core 
17 23 
.2 (Very good} 6:3 27 
3 H~ood} 17 11 
4 (I!' air} 3 24 
5 (Weak} 15 
Total 100 100 
Table 14 shows the lack of agreement between the intelligence 
test scores on a quintile basis and the principals' ratings in 
teaching success on a fi ve-grou:p bas is for the 122 selected 
teachers trained. .; .. t the Oolleu(; of .tho hl.Oific. 
The gra.dea received by tl1e 1;~2 selected teachers approach the 
distribution of tlle normal probability curve. The major subjects 
of music and educ8.tion attract the g·raatest .m;u:nber o.f students, and 
philosophy and ma. thematios attract the least. Teachers whose ma.j or 
subjects are his tor~r or English rate the highest in scholarship 
levels, and those whose majors aro economics and social science 
rate the lowest. 'teachers whose major subjects are mathematics or 
languages receive the highest lntell:i{;eme test scores am teachers 
whose major 3Ubjeots are education or phys iaa.l education reoei ve 
the lowest test so ores. 
College grades are probably not more dependable in predio ting 
teachi~ suooess becauso professors do not n:nrk oonsistemtly on the 
same factor or factors. Most professors give too macy high ratincs 
of A and B which oorn'bine IJersonality, industry, accuracy, etc. with 
soholarahip. 
. _Grou~ 
l (Superior) 
2 {Very good) 
3 (Good) 
4 (Fair} 
5 (Weak} 
Total 
'.JM.RLE 15 
Percentage distribution of' principals' oom-
l?Osite ratings and scholarship levels fo1· 
122 teacber s. 
PrinciJ.?als' ratir,g S<_?holarsh i.P 
1'7 !3 
63 27 
17 43 
3 26 
2 
100 100 
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Table 15 shows t:he lt=J.ck of agree1nent between the scholarship 
levels and the principals' ratings ·on tluccess for· the 122 selected 
teachers. Hega.rdless of scl~olarship level more than half, almost 
two thirds, a:~:·e rated very r;ood in teacbinr..; JUcoesa. Just as many 
teachers are rated superior, as are rated r,ood in tea.ohing. success. 
The teachers who rank lowest in scholarship are rated very good, 
the same ratill['; given those tenchers wl10 ranlc hlghest' in scholarship. 
Group 
1 (Superior} 
2 (Very good) 
3 (Good) 
4 (.&'air l 
5 (Weak! 
~Qtal 
TABLE 16 
l'eroentage. d.istri but ion of' intelligence 
test scores and scholarship levels for 
for the 122 teachers. 
Intelligence Sc[lOlars:hip 
23 3 
27 27. 
ll 43 
2~ 25. 
15 2 
-
100 100 
Table 16 shows the relation between test scores and scholar-
ship. Quintiles 2 and 4 of intelligence score are almost ident~oal 
with levels 2 and 4, of scholal·ship,which rate very good and fair, 
respectively. There ls a decided. negative relation between quin-
tiles 1, 3, and 5 and levels 1, 3, and 5. These intelligence test 
scores do not p:~:·edict probable scholarship for the majority of the 
122 teachers. 
~ 
I 
-: 
i I; 
le: 
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Certain chr;,racter, pe rson~:J lty, and p:rofeg ::~ional traits are 
flgreed upon as essential to t<'H'illbirJr~· s:.wces s. Yearly all ratinE; 
scales of teaolters wherever tned , contain the<.~e indispensable 
traits. 
Only tho major professors' l'.::1.t i.ng·s on chv,ructer and paraonel ity 
traits lw.ve been selected :·:·or thi.s stud;y. i~ver;y teacher is given 
a total reconinend.ation of g·ooc1, or c.bove. AllllDst three fourtlHs are 
rated very good. '!fhether the ratings are Lit..::h in order to allow for 
placement of the teachers or whetber 1::e1·sow11 traits alone al'e pre-
diotive of teaohinE~ success is not indice.ted in the l'eports. How-
ever, the r:l8.,jor }Jrofes~>ors' ratings acree w1t11 ot:Ler :mbjeotive rat-
ings in th11.t higb rat1nr_~s D.re the rule [:mel not t:he exception. 
Table 1~ shows tr1at even though lll'inoipnls' total 1•atings are ordin-
arily hif.~h, yet ttoy are onl~,.- a smr:.ll per cent lower tll8).1 the pre-
d.iction of 3\WCecJS by major professors. 
v.:n ... :~ 17 
~Clc~~ reL:.tt ion in po rce ntt~{'9 of ])I'inciJ:!e.l :.::' 
coru1-'0 site r:: t illt;; s ;:~"d m[.~jOl' professors' 
ratJ.ne·s on rorJorw.lit7 for the 12.:?. teachers. 
----·--- ----
1 (;Jupe ri or I 17 13 
2 (Very {jOOo.} 63" 72 
3 (Goodl 17 15 
4 (B's.ir) r~~ .. , 
~ea.k} __________ . ___ ... ~. ---·-·· -------·--···--·":. ...... -···-·-····-
Total 1vJ 100 
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closel~r ><rlth intelliJ,·En:ce test :JC01'8J .'. nd .. with ~:;o'hool r::ar:zJ than 
Cl.o 11rjncirels' :rr:.th:t;s on t1:eJe sa:r.e .fs.ctors. Oritic teachers 
mey be conJidered to si ve moro ~~ccrurata rutin.;-> bec;;..;u:Je they are 
in da.il;)' contact with the teu.cLer u,n(L un~ier rr.ore varying situatioEa 
than tl1ose afforded to tiH> ordi:nc~r:>' pr hcoip&.l. 
--
GrOUJ2 
l (Ju:perior} 
2 (Very good) 
3 (Good) 
4 (.!!'air) 
5 {Wea.Jc} 
Total 
~he relatiop in pe:rcentase of principals' 
Sli8C1i'ic rati.l1(;3 ancl or itic teachers' rat-
lne;s on profnsional s:til ity of t1Je 122 
teachers. 
Cadet 3Ufli;)l'Vo 
J.l·inci})als' l'U tin{; l~D. t i 11( j 
,Jldll Discipline 
? 15 2 
5G 44· 56 
2G 28 36 
9 10 6 
2 
·----L ,;. 
100 100 100 
Only the 3 profes si.onal rat in;;;:3 <'.rc selected f1·om the Ol' itic 
teachers' re1)orts on theJe 122 selected teachers. 'l'a.ble 20 shows 
the group distribution of the 3 ratings in relation with the prin-
cir~ls' specific ratings on 2 of these same 3. "dhereas the prin-
oii;als' ratine;s are highe1·, they are also lower. :Principals' 
1•at inca on sl{ill as an ins truotor and ability in eli soipline are 
lower than their other ratings on Olk<traoter and personality traits. 
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ti:fic valid.ity,'' certainly no e~c>J,n·tion of relh:,bility can be 
th01.1.gh the methc.xis of menstu·e:.!)nt d.iffr:n· from sjxnilur investiga ... 
tiona ;:ret the finv..il1{;'s t;enerull,y <J,[;'l'Ce. In a JtV:IlY of the rat-
irJgs of 7131 teacher3 JWt;:g folmcl tl:~, t % }?Ol' cent are rated 
either sur:erior, excellent, or ~;ood. In this study of 122 teach-
ers ha:tned e.t tLo ColleG•3 of the .~·~,nific 97 Jl0!' cent are rated 
::mp3rio;r, ver;y (;ood, Ol' i.;'Ooc.i.. 'Vhere iJ .ur,!J,otic~tlly no relation 
between }ll'incipals' or surerintendents' :t·t,l.tin:':~ G.ru;l intellicenca 
test scores (anotller Jtna;,' .shu . .-a t1w con·elation .04 C .OG} or 
shows the corl'elation Of" • v t .06) • 
Groups 
1 (Superior) 
2 (Val'Y Good) 
3 (Gocxl} 
4 (.T!'air} 
5 (Poor} 
Total 
J:.lAJLl'J 19 
·J:he relation of mental ability, GelJol:J.rsLilJ' 
and teo.c!~:i.l:e; :>ucce.ss fo:r tr.e 122 tea.cLer;;. 
Ir1te 11. Jc ore JcliolarsLip Pl' i:n. ne J:Or t 
J:To.of 'l!ea.ch ol'el'Cent Eo.'.i:'eo .• :.to:rc. F~~-q_~_g_. 
28 23 4 
-
3 21 17 
33 27 3r/. •v -27 76 63 
13 ll 52 -43 21 
-
17 
29 24 30 
-
25 4 
-
;; 
19 15 3 2 
122 100 122 
-
100 122 -l:QQ._ 
~ 
§-
:/ 
1: 
r 
I 
' ! 
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Table 19 and Chart XI show the relation of intelligence 
test scores, grade-point-averages, a1:d principals' ratings on 
teaching success, all computed. on a five-group basis. None of 
these 3 factors show an exact relationship to one another. The 
factors of intelligence tests and grade-point-averse-as show a 
closer rela.tionahip to eaob other tha.n either one does to teach-
ing suooess. l:f' such a wide dfvergence oan be oallEtd a relation-
ship at all, there is more relation between intelliganoa teat 
scores and tea.ohing success than there is between scholarship and 
teaching success as success is rated by one principal. 
OONOLUSI01~9 
The results of this study of' l22.seleoted teachers trained 
at the College of the .Pacific in the years 1923 to 1921 inclusive, 
in regard ~omental ability, scholarship and teaohing success, 
are as follows: 
Probable teaching success as ~asured by intelligence test 
sooras and college marks is not predicted with aey degree Of ac-
curacy, particularly for those pros1)eotiva teachers with either 
a very high or a very low intelligence soore or a high or a low 
soholarship record. 
Reoomnend.ations by major profes sora on ah.araoter and. rerson-
ality traits, while uniformly high, do not prediot aither as maey 
high ratings or as many low ratings for teachers as the principals' 
ratings show. 
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Critic tea.ohers do not predict many high ratings but pre-
. . 
diot more aocurately the middle and low ratings which agree with 
the principals' middle and low rat in,gs. 
Principals and superintendents do not rate teachers consis ... 
tently on these traits recognized as indispensable to teaching 
success. When a discrimination in ratings is made the few pro-
fessiona.l traita are rated lowest and the many personality traits 
are rated highest. 'fhus the compos).te rating is high. 
'.reachers rated Group l, superior, in either intelligence or 
scholarship are not consistently rated superior in teaohing success. 
'rhe majority are rated very good and good but none are rated either 
fair or wealr. 
Teaohers in Group 2 of either intellieence or scholarship 
generally rate the s~e llroup 2, good, in teaching success. How-
ever, a larger number of teachers are rated below their in telli-
genae or soh olarship group tllan are rated above the.n1. 
Teachers in Group 3 of intelligence or scholarship, generally 
rate above good in groups very good and superior 5.n teaching sue-
cess. 
Only one teacher in Group 4, fair, of scholarship was rated 
·fair in teaohillg success. All teachers in intelligence G.·roup 4, 
fair, are rated good, very good., ax~d superior in teaching success. 
FoUl'teen teachers of the 19 in intelligence G·roup 5, weak 
al:'e rated very good and superior in teaching success. The 3 teach.~rs 
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in scholarship Group 5, weak, are rated either vecy good or 
supe:l'ior in teaching success. Ko teacher of tl;e 122 selected 
teachers trained at the Oolle(;'e of the Ia.cific receiveo a com .. 
posite ratirig in Group 5, wel:l,k, i.n teach:i.:ng :mcoess as thia suo-
cess is measured by one snpe rintend.ent' s or principal's rating. 
v 
. ; 
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AI'l'BliDIX 
) 
) 
--
----aase ·,,Nurnberi 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1l 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
lG 
19 
20 
21 
')') 
NI':J 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
3;1 
32 
33 
34 
36 
36 
'b., 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
'l!he I1elu ti on of tlJC .c1 crt ;:;.l Ind.i v iC:.ual 
Hat iw;s for trw 122 :::eacher:H 
Me.;j-or 1Pro±'. U l' i.J:.l£ .. i!Q ~w her l'rinci~tl 
r 
2 2 2 
2 2 2 
2 'I 2 .... 
2 3 3 
2 3 1 
2 2 2 
3 " u 2 
2 3 2 
2 
" 
.... 2 
2 <") l ... 
2 1 2 
2 2 2 
2 4 2 
3 ;:) ., 
"' 2 , .. 2 .:J 
9 ·~ 2 .... 
"' 1 3 i) 
2 3 3 
'> ,., 3 2 
<") -~ 2 ;.~ 
3 'l 4 
3 ') .., ·~ '"' 3 3 1 
2 ') 2 
"' 2 ') ... 2 
9 ') 2 ;:;, ,, 
2 2 1 
2 2 1 
1 q ') I':J ... 
2 2 2 
2 2 3 
2 ··.::~ 2 
'" 
2 3 4 
2 ') .... 2 
3 3 2 
2 3 2 ,, 
'"' 
2 2 
') 2 3 
"' 2 3 1 
3 2 3 
2 2 2 
2 3 3 
lease numbe_rs refer to 1w.t1es on file in the office of the 
Dean of Bd. of the College of the Pacific. 
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Ca.sa Number M.s.,j or Prof. Or it ic ·J.'eacher l?rincil!§!:1 
I 
43 2 ;) 2 
4-4 2 ') 
'"' 
2 
45 2 j 2 
46 3 4: 3 
47 3 2 2 
Ll,8 2 3 2 
49 2 3 2 
50 1 2 2 
51 1 ') (~ 2 
52 2 J 2 
~~~ r'l;_ l 2 2 i.JV 
54 2 ,, 
""' 
2 
55 3 ·~ ~" 3 
56 2 3 3 
57 2 2 1 
58 ') 2 l 
"' 59 2 .., 2 ..... 
60 ')" .., 2 l 
61 2 ·~ l v 
62 2 2 1 
63 1 2 3 
64 1 2 2 
65 2 3 3 
66 2 4· 2 
67 '.> 2 l: ' .... 5 68 Q 2 2 
"' 6S 2 4 3 
70 1 2 2 
71 2 3 1 
72 2 2 ,, ,; 
'tT v 3 2 4 
74 3 3 2 
75 2 3 2 
76 2 3 l 
77 1 2 2 
78 q· 2 
" 
(.., ·~ 79 
" " 
1 -,.., (~ 
00 1 1 2 ~ 
81 2 3 2 
82 2 3 3 
83 l 2 2 
84 2 2 2 
85 2 4 3 
86 .3 <) 3 ... 
87 1 3 3 
88 2 3 2 
89 2 3 2 
90 2 3 2 
:Jase Number 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
1n1 
... .., ... 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
llO 
lll 
112 
113 
11•1. 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
Ma,jOl' 
3 
2 
2 
2 
:~ 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
~ 
;; 
') 
'" 
2 
2 
l 
') 
... 
,.., 
t:. 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
1 
') 
"' 2 
2 
l'rof. Critic 
Expla.nat.ion 
1 Superior 
2 Very Good 
3 Good 
4 li'air 
5 Weak 
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J!eaoher Principal 
tj, 3 
" D 2 ' 
.-: 2 c· .:; --
') 2 'J 
2 1 
2 2 
') 2 ~ 
2 2 
') 2 ~ 
3 3 
'Z .., 
v ,::. 
4 2 
2 1 
r• 4 v 
2 1 
2 2 
,, 
t) 2 
') 
fJ 2 
2 2 
2. 1 
3 2 
"' 2 ,:, 
2 2 
:s 1 
2 3 --
2 2 
2 2 
z 2 
') 2 .... 
2 2 
,, 1 ;;. 
') 2 ... 
_/ 
'l:'AEL21 21 
:rhe l'elation of tLe r):dncil'<:tls' specifj.c ratir.gs 
with their composite rrtt:1.W_'J for tlle 122 teachers. 
I ___;.. 
Oase Kumberl Ability in liisci- 3idll 8.3 [i.ll Total 
:pline Ixut. Jia.ting 
10 1 l 1.00 
28 1.00 
7l 1 1 1.00 
79 1.oo 
105 1 l 1.08 
114 1 1 1.oe 
62 1 1 1.16 
60 ~ 2 1.16 
110 1 1 1.16 
Z:$ 2 ? .... 1.25 
61 2 2 1.33 
39 1 2 1.33 
55 1 l 1.33 
27 1 2 1.36 
57 l 2 lo4l 
76 2 ') ·~ 1.41 121 1 2 1.~n 
5 ·~ ,, 1.no .:;, ... 
67 ') 
'"' 
2 l.r:o 
95 1 ') 1.50 
'"' 10~) 2 2 1.50 
20 ;~ 2 l.5G 
77 ') ') l.t:s N ... 
88 . .,.:;, 2 1.58 
113 2 2 loGO 
81 3 3 1.60 
14 ') 2 1.66 .... 
35 3 2 1.66 
44 ') 2 1.66 hi 
80 1 2 1.66 
90 3 ') 1.66 ..... 
109 ') ·~ 2 1·.G6 111 3 2 1.66 
122 r2 2 1.66 
6 ') 2 1.75 
'"' 49 2 2 1.75 
68 2 2 1.75 
94 2 <) .. 1.75 
99 2 2 1.75 
1
ca.se numbers refer to names on file in the office of tbe 
Denn of Education of the College of the Pacific. 
67 
88 
Case number Abilit;y in ):l3Ci- -Jidll [:_;~ C.ll :~otL~l 
plina In.:>t. ~tat:i.ng 
102 2 '") 1.75 ·~ 
117 1 ') (., 1.75 
3/l: 2 2 1.80 
116 2 2 1.81 
-15 2 ') 
"' 
1.83 
24 2 ') ·~ 1.83 
25 2 ') 
'"' 
1.83 
118 2 t:' 1.83 ._, 
54 l 2 1.83 
112 1 2 1.83 
7 2 2 1.90 
2 3 . .,(., 1.91 
70 2 2 1.91 
51 2 ') 
'"' 
l.Sl 
9 ') •7 1.91 ~ v 
3 2 2 2.00 
ll 2 z 2.00 
19 2.00 
29 3 ') .... z.oo 
30 2 3 2.00 
41 2;o00 
43 2 2 z.oo 
,-·, ... 
47 .. z-.oo 
53 ,, '") z.oo --4 
'"' 7G 3 ') ,, z.oo 
84 ') ') z.oo N 
'"' 92 ') '-' z.oo ~ 
'" 98 J 2 2.00 
119 ... .z.oo 
1 3 ') 2.0G 
'"' 8 3 :2 2.08 
12 ,., ..., 2.08 :.~ tv 
l''l ') v 
"' 
'/. 
<J 2.08 
2" 
'"' 
J 3 2.08 
37 3 -"') 2.08 ,, 
83 ') ·~ :5 z.oe 93 'I <) 2 2.08 ~ 
101 2 l 2.08 
106 2 3 2.08 
108 3 2 2.08 
59 2 2 2.16 
64 2 2 2.16 
74 2 2 2.17 
16 3 3 2.16 
66 3 3 2.26 
96 4 3 2.25 
~-·· 
---------------·--·--Onse Number Ability in Disci- ::3l::iJ.l a3 an J!ota1 
---------.s.:.P=.l.=in~e, ___ __Jps t. ------ Hating 
36 
48 
50 
52 
97 
26 
~)2 
75 
10? 
45 
89 
120 
31 
55 
72 
62 
86 
4 
05 
38 
18 
91 
100 
42 
65 
17 
40 
63 
69 
67 
115 
46 
56 
104 
21 
33 
73 
1.00 
1.51 
2.51 
3.51 
4.51 
4 
J 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
4 
4 
5 
4 
5 
3 
... 
3 
3 
4 
5 
4: 
3 
4 
5 
4 
5 
Exp1ana t ion 
- 1.50 S'v. peri or 
-
2.50 Very Good 
- 3.fi.) Good 
- 4.50 .!!'air 
- boOO i'leak 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
;j 
3 
') 
... 
2 
2 
2 
,., 
v 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
2.33 
2.33 
2.3~ 
2.33 
2.33 
2.41 
2.41 
2.41 
2.41 
2.50 
2.50 
2.58 
2.58 
2.58 
2.58 
2.58 
2.66 
2.66 
2.C3 
2,83 
2.83 
2~83 
2.91 
2.91 
3.00 
3.00 
:.:;.oo 
;;.oo 
!.:1.00 
3.00 
3.16 
3.16 
0. 50 
3.133 
3.91 
~:l-.18 
69 
~--~----
I 
I 
' ,; 
1.' 
11 
11 ,, 
!: li 
H 
I' 
~cABL.3 22 
Tlto Iielation of the lnt ellit;enoe de ox· a , . the 
College Grade-l'oint-Averag_e, and the l'rinoi-
pals' Oornposi te ],a tint.; f'Ol' the 122 'l'ea.ohers. 
-----· Case Number Intelli,~ence :Jc,ore G.P•A• Prin. 
I, \ 
l 2' 2 
2 5 3 
3 4 3 
4 2 3 
5 5 4 
6 2 3 
7 4 5 
0. 2 4 
9 3 3 
10 5 3 
ll 4 3 
12 5 3 
13 4 3 
14 3 4 
15 2 J 
16 2 2 
17 4 3 
18 3 3 
19 4 4 
m 4 3 
21 2 4 
22 5 4 
23 4 3 
24 1 4 
25 2 2 
26 1 3 
27 1 4 
28 1 2 
29 4 2 
30 5 4 
31 4 3 
32 1 2 
33 5 3 
34 2 3 
35 4 4 
36 1 3 
37 2 2 
38 2 4 
39 4 4 
40 5 4 
41 l 2 
42 1 3 
~0 
Report 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
4 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
l 
3 
2 
3 
~----~------- -
I 
,{· 
Case Nurnber In tall if;enq_e ::>c or_2 G .P .A •. Pr·in. Re}2ort 
43 1 2 2 
44: 4 3 2 
45 b 3 2 
46 2 4 3 
47 .1 4 2 
-
48 3 3 2 
49 1 2 2 
50 ,., r., 2 2 
51 1 2 2 
52 4 3 2 
53 " l 2 .... 
54 r=, 4: 2 ... 
55 l 4 3 
56 1 2 3 
57 4 3 1 
58 3 2 1 
59 1 l 2 
60 3 3 l 
61 3 2 l 
62 3 2 1 
63 2 2 3 
64 1 2 2 
65 4 3 3 
66 5 3 2 
67 4 3 l 
68 2 4 2 
69 "' u 4 3 
70 2 3 2 
71 4 3 l 
72 1 2 3 
73 5 3 4 
74 2 3 2 
75 4 5 2 
76 1 2 1 
77 4 3 2 
78 1 1 2 
79 3 3 l 
80 5 3 2 ~ 
81 l 2 2 
82 4 4 3 
8~1 1 3 2 
84 1 2 2 
85 2 4 3 
86 2 3 3 
87 2 3 3 
88 2 4 2 
89 2 4 2 
90 J. 4 2 
i 
• 
' I 
I Case lfumber 
I 
! 
I 91 92 93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
In t e ]._1J:&~..:"1£...'t_ ;J c _or e G.I'.ll.. 
3 
4 
1 
1 
3 
5 
4 
2 
2 
3 
... 
~ 
4 
5 
5 
2 
4 
v 
,) 
4-
2 
4 
3 
2 
4 
5 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
8xpla.nation 
1 Su.vo :ri or 
2 Very Good 
3 Good 
4 Fair 
5 Weak 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
4 
3 
3 
1 
3 
4 
4 
4 
"'-
,J 
3 
3 
4 
:z 
~ 
.... 
2 
,. 
.:; 
2 
3 
2 
2 
•) 
"" 5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
92 
Pr:i.n. Hef!ort 
\ 
,. 
3 
2 
2 
2 
! 
1 ""' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
l 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
2 
2 
2 
1 
-
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1. Adaptability. 
2~ A tt:r·ao ti veness, 1')ersonal ::.liJpenrMce. 
3. Breadth of interest (interest in cornnn.mity, interest inprofes-
sion, interest in 1lU1JiL3). 
4. Carefulness (accuracy, definiteness, thorouGhness). 
5. Considerateness (appreciativeness, courtesJ'• kindliness, sym-
pathy, tact, unselfishness). 
6. Co-o11erat ion (helpfulneas, loyalty) • 
7. Devendab ili ty {cons is tancy). 
e. Enthusiasm {alertness, animation, inspiration, spontaneity). 
s. Blue:ncy. 
10. ll'oroefulness {couraee, decisiveness, fil•mness, independenoe, 
purposefulness) • 
11. Good judgment {disoretiou, foresiGht, 1nsi5ht, intelligence). 
12. Health. 
13. Honesty •. 
14. Industry {patience, x:eraeverance). 
15. Leadership (initiative, self-confidence}. 
16. 11agnetism (approa.chabili ty, oheeri'lllness, optimism, pleasant .. 
ness, sense of humor, soo iabil Hy, pleas i.ng vo ioe, wittiness). 
17. Neatness (cleanliness). · 
18. Openmindedness. 
19. Originality (imae;inativeness, resourcefulness). 
20. Progressiveness (ambition). 
21. Promptness (dispatch, punctuality}. 
22. Refinemmt (conventionality, good taste, modesty, morality sim-
plicity). 
23. Scholarship (intellectual curio sityl • 
24. Self-control (calnmess, dienity, poise, reserve, sobriety). 
25. Thrift. 
Commonwealth Teacher-'xre.ining Study by Charters and 'Naples o 1929, 
page 18. 
COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 
OI'I'ICI: 01' THE APPOINTI\II:NT 81tCRitTARY 
A at~ of the teachers trained at the 
College of the Pacific is. being made by l!buna. Fentzling, 
a graduate student in the field of education, under 
the aponsorehip of Dr. J. William Harris, dean of the 
SChool of Education at the College of the Pacific. 
The data called for. on these blanks will be 
used in group tabulations which will not identify 
either institutions or individuals. 
You will facilitate this study if. you will 
answer the questions on the enclosed data s.'teet in 
regard to tbe teacher who has taught for you or who 
is at the present time teaching under your supervision. 
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated. 
Cordially yours, 
94 
COLLEGE OF THE PACIFIC 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 
Office of the Placement Secretary 
------------------~-~---·-··-···· 
.................................. .,. ........ -- .............. _....... . .............. ~ .............................. _ ............ ·-·---- ____ .,.__ ............. . ......................................... . 
bas been engaged in educational work under your jurisdiction~ 
We shall appreciate your classifying this person, using whichever of the 
· following terms j'OU deem appt•opria te 1 Superior, very good, good, fair, •eak. 
BmRNIIOBI J'IOLA• 
Placement Secretary 
Personality ................... u..... ......... lnergy and persistence •...••••....••••......••. 
Knowledge ot subjects........................ Oultu.re and refinement... • ....•....•.....•.• 
.Tudsment Community interest and staadinc ....•....•• 
·Health and visor ••.•..........•.... _ ...... ..• Ability in disciplbl.e .......................... . 
Personal appearal\Oe .•...•...... -··-·······- Skill as an instructor ........................... . 
Power of oral expression Influence on students •...•••.•...•••...•..••.••. 
General reports 
Length of my period of observation c.~ ............ . 
Si 1ned ...... ··--............. _. ···----·-··----···· 
Title ··-····'-··-···························· 
Dated at ............ .... . . . . •. ...... .... ...•. ......... .••. ... . ......................................................... _ .•• 
Notec Please add personal ecmments which you would prefer having omitted from 
data sent to persons making inquiries, but which will assist us in properly 
classifying registrant. 
(This report will be treated as confidential) 
f 
! 
i--
% 
M.-__________________ __ 
Year of tee"-------.---
Year of grad:ua.tion ____ _ 
Major subject. ______ _ L: 
Type of Credentia. _________ _ 
Qu4.nt1lG from ontranco toet. ____ _ 
G.P.A. from four yoar record~----
Tee.cbing s~~·•• from principal' a report._.__ _____ _ 
• ~jor Profesaor Cadet s u-p~vi:aor Princi'Pal 
l• Personality 
2. Seholarlltip, Knowledge 
3• JUdgf!l&nt 
4. ltealth• Vigor 
5· Pert~onal appearance 
6. Oral espre eoion. 
• 
1· Energy, persistence 
.· 
s. Culture, refinement ,. 
9· Community interest 
10. Ability in discipline 
1~ Sltl.ll as an instruct9r 
12. Influence on students 
Total ratinS 
.· 
Quintile 
l. Su.J.'8rior, 2. very good, 3· good, 4. fair, 5· weak. 
! 
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